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Executive Summary 

A sporty, two-wheeled vehicle is the holy grail of transportation. It is the fusion of 

convenience and luxury found in a car with the affordability and performance found in a 

motorcycle. Business professionals could finally zoom to work in a designer suit, without 

becoming sweaty or dirty. Customers can experience the thrill of a motorcycle in the middle of 

winter. In the future, municipalities could narrow traffic lanes, aiding the war against street 

congestion. The benefits are numerous and lucrative. 

This report outlines the progress made by Aequatis Engineering Solutions towards 

creating an enclosed, two-wheeled vehicle for Pat Vulk. Aequatis has been pushing the limits of 

creativity and problem solving over the past nine months in preparation for this progress report. 

Included in this report are detailed descriptions of the final chassis, a variety of primary and 

secondary systems, and an in-depth look at the built prototype. 
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Introduction 

There are many ideas that motivate the design of a functional enclosed, two-wheeled 

vehicle. It is well-known that today’s commuter loves the freedom associated with owning and 

operating a personal vehicle. Unfortunately, the current options crowd the streets and cause 

unwarranted pollution as most commuters today drive far too large vehicles, with at least four 

seats unused and an empty trunk. Since public transportation is often undesirable for the average 

commuter, the solution is a rather simple one: a sleek, enjoyable vehicle with a capacity for two 

people. A vehicle of this fashion would decrease congestion and eliminate unnecessary pollution, 

all while granting the freedom and comfort of a personal vehicle.  

Long term goals of two wheeled cars include an overall reduction in traffic and 

congestion due to the sheer decrease in size of the vehicles. Smaller vehicles on the road would 

open the possibility for fitting more lanes on the same width of pavement. Similarly, this 

reduction of size will bear benefits in parking. Parking garages and spaces could accommodate 

more vehicles, reducing the time spent searching for a close spot and result in a better ambiance. 

 

 
Figure 1: Monotracer 

 

Another major motivation behind this project is that enthusiasts love to ride motorcycles 

but dislike the fact that they cannot drive to their destination without messing up their hair or 

dirtying up their clothes. Another limitation of current motorcycles is that they cannot be driven 

during winter unless the driver has no other option, in which case they end up suffering from the 

wrath of the cold. A way to solve this problem is to add an enclosure on the motorcycle or rather 

create a two-wheeled car that has the same sporty feel and drivability of a motorcycle. This 

enclosure would provide the driver with a barrier from the outside elements, which would keep 

their hair fresh and clothes clean. The inside of this enclosure would also have heating and air 

conditioning like a conventional car, so it can be driven year-round. This vehicle would have all 

these benefits of keeping the driver unaffected by the elements and allowing for year round 

ventures but at the same time it can also have the same handling and feel of a typical motorcycle 

or sports car. Furthermore, another major benefit of everyone driving a smaller vehicle with a 
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motorcycle engine is that they get better gas mileage. This not only saves money out of the 

driver's pocket but also reduces the use of fossil fuels making it better for the environment. 

There are a few similar products on the market today, the most noteworthy being the 

Monotracer and LIT motors C-1. The Monotracer, shown in Figure 1 above, features advanced 

outriggers that deploy when the control system detects a low speed in order to keep the vehicle 

upright. One of the disadvantages of their outrigger design is that when the outriggers fold up 

they are still visible. This is undesirable and reduces the aesthetic appeal of the vehicle. The LIT 

motors C-1, shown in Figure 2, features a robust gyro stabilization system that prevents the 

vehicle from falling over. Both of these vehicles employ electric engines to power them. Not 

everyone wants to drive an electric powered vehicle, especially motorcycle enthusiasts which are 

one of Aequatis Engineering Solution’s main target customers. 

 

 
Figure 2: LIT motors C-1 

 

Enthusiasts are craving a gas powered two wheeled car that can be revved up and pushed 

to the limit. Although electric vehicles offer higher equivalent gas mileage, they are not 

necessarily “better” for the environment since most of the electricity from our walls is derived 

via fossil fuels from a power plant. This further reduces the necessity for electric vehicles. These 

enthusiasts do not want to plug their car up to charge it, they want to slam on the pedal and leave 

the other electric cars in the dust. Aequatis Engineering Solutions offers a gas powered two 

wheeled car to appeal to this different crowd. It will also feature outriggers like the Monotracer 

but will fold under the body of the vehicle and remain hidden. It will have the capability of 

including gyroscopic stabilization simultaneously along with the outriggers. Lastly, it will have a 

glider style canopy for entering and exiting the vehicle and a steering wheel similar to the LIT 

motors C1, instead of a motorcycle fork like the Monotracer. 
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Figure 3: Aequatis Engineering Solutions’ E2V 

Structure 

To begin with the design of Aequatis Engineering Solution’s two-wheeled vehicle, the 

first component created was the chassis. The chassis is a crucial system with very specific 

requirements. The chassis is the literal backbone of a vehicle. The chassis determines the 

aesthetics of the vehicle and provides for a safe, comfortable environment for the driver and 

passenger. In order to develop a vehicle that customers would be eager to purchase from a small 

manufacturer, an inherently risky venture, the chassis would need to facilitate the capability for 

the outer shell to take on a sleek, sporty feel. However, safety can by no means be sacrificed in 

the quest to develop an attractive vehicle. These attributes need to be perfectly balanced to 

produce a vehicle worthy of being built.  

During the creation of the chassis a few key design considerations had to be kept in mind. 

First and foremost, the chassis needed to be structurally sound while sufficiently light to allow 

for a sporty driving experience. The chassis is going to be made from AISI 4130, the material of 

choice in the automotive industry when designing space frame structures. When developing the 

triangulation, which provides the stiffness of the chassis, all structural members should begin and 

end at a node, or a common joint from which members extend. By designing in this fashion there 

should be no bending stresses developed in the chassis.     
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Figure 4: Vehicle frame 

 

Because of the nature of this project a longer wheelbase should be expected, since this 

vehicle needs to comfortably enclose a driver, a passenger, all the powertrain components, and 

the amenities that add to the comfort of the passengers. A comfortable medium between a long 

and short wheelbase needed to be developed. Typically, a longer wheelbase sacrifices drivability 

for increased comfort of the driver and passenger and a small wheel base causes the backseat 

passenger, and possibly the driver, to be crunched and claustrophobic, but offers better handling. 

A trade off also exists between the wheelbase and the center of gravity. A larger wheelbase 

allows the seats to be closer to the ground which lowers the center of gravity. A smaller 

wheelbase means that the seats must be higher up to offer the same comfort to the driver and 

passenger. Due to these intertwined conflicts, a balance between wheelbase, center of gravity, 

drivability and comfort had to be chosen. A high center of gravity makes the vehicle much less 

stable and prone to tipping over which would also put more stress on the outriggers. Since our 

client wants this two wheeler to be capable of doing donuts, the center of gravity had to be low 

and the wheelbase had to be short in order to provide the stability and handling to complement 

this desire. Since the two requirements oppose one another, a balance was chosen. After many 

iterations of design, and some compromise, the final wheelbase is now approximately 102 

inches. The seats are up high enough to allow for a comfortable seating arrangement but not too 

high to make the center of gravity a major concern. These mid-level seats also allow for 

components to be stored in the space beneath the seats. The components being stored here 

include the future gyro stabilization units, outriggers, fuel tank, and A/C blower. 
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Figure 5: Frame with outriggers and suspension components 

Chassis Stress Analysis 

Since the critical components and the passengers are both housed inside the chassis, it is 

crucial that the structural integrity of the chassis is guaranteed. To ensure the safety of the 

passengers, stress analysis needed to be performed on the chassis. In addition to determining the 

safety factor and the deflection in the chassis, the stress analysis will also allow us to determine 

if the weight can be further reduced by eliminating redundant members. There are many 

important conditions under which the chassis will be placed during the normal operation of the 

vehicle. All of these conditions must be analyzed to determine the limitations of our current 

design. These conditions include static loading, a 1 G bump, and an overturned vehicle. While 

these aren’t the only important conditions to consider, they are a good starting point. Due to its 

common use in industry, ANSYS was used to analyze the chassis.  

Since the analysis of the chassis was conducted significant changes occurred. These 

changes are significant enough to warrant analyzing the chassis again. Since the this chassis is 

not going to be produced as a result of Aequatis Engineering Solutions efforts, the analysis of the 

chassis was included to demonstrate the conditions under which the chassis should be analyzed. 

These are only a few of the FEA simulations that should be performed but they are a good 

starting point to determine a baseline safety factor.  

While ANSYS is a powerful tool, the values that it reports depend on the skill of the 

person setting up the analysis. Simply letting the simulation run without consideration of the 

values attained, or the boundary conditions applied to it is an inappropriate means to attain the 

desired solutions. To ensure the validity of the results, multiple simulations must be run to 

determine if convergence to a single value is possible. This convergence demonstrates that the 

solution cannot be improved upon by increasing the density of the mesh. 
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Static Loading Condition 

For the static loading condition, only the weight of the vehicle will be applied to the 

frame. This condition simulates what will occur when the vehicle is at a standstill. While this 

isn’t the most strenuous test for the frame it does establish a baseline result to determine the 

safety factor of the vehicle. Since the chassis is still being developed and not all of the 

components have been selected, the total weight of the vehicle has yet to be accurately 

determined. This inherently complicates the analysis of the chassis, since the exact weight to 

apply during the stress analysis is unknown. To enable the analysis to continue, an assumption of 

the worst case scenario was estimated. Based on the desired weight of approximately 1000 

pounds, the simulation weight was determined to be 1500 pounds, or 150 percent of the desired 

weight. With this assumption, the analysis could continue. 

 

  
Figure 6: Contour plot of deformation due to the static loading condition 

 

Once the supports and loads were determined, the analysis could be performed and is 

shown in Figure 6. The load was split up between the front and rear dampers to simulate the 

static loading on the vehicle. The analysis was performed three times for the static loading 

condition. Once with a coarse mesh, once with a medium mesh, and once with a fine mesh. Each 

of these analyses were performed with an element size of 1 inch. For this loading condition, 

these three simulations were sufficient enough to establish a convergence. The results of the 

convergence check is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Convergence for static loading safety factor 
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1 G Bump Condition 

The loading conditions for this analysis was similar to the static loading analysis with one 

slight difference. The weight applied to the frame was double that of the static loading condition. 

By using double the weight, we could simulate the forces generated by a severe bump in the 

road. This bump in the road results in double the acceleration of the mass, which translates to 

double the force of the static loading condition. The supports applied to the frame were the same 

as the static loading analysis.  

 

 
Figure 7: Contour plot for deformation due to the 1G bump condition 

 

Table 2: Convergence for 1G bump safety factor 

 
 

The analysis was performed in the exact same manner as the static loading simulation and 

is shown in Figure 7. The mesh density started at a coarse mesh, then proceeded to a medium 

mesh, and finally a fine mesh. The element size for each simulation was 1 inch. The result was 

similar to the static loading condition in that a convergence was established immediately and is 

shown in Table 2. 
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Figure 8: Contour plot of roll bar 
stress 

Figure 9: Convergence for 20 
percent  

Figure 10: Convergence for 10 
percent  

Overturned Condition 

The analysis for the overturned condition 

is arguably one of the most important. In this 

scenario, the forces applied to the chassis are 

intended to simulate if the chassis somehow 

managed to be overturned. The roll bar will have 

the full weight of the vehicle applied to it. The 

safety factor must be high enough to guarantee the 

safety of the passengers but low enough to ensure 

that the amount of material has been minimized. 

The mesh density for this simulation was 

varied in an attempt to establish convergence. The 

mesh density started with a coarse mesh, then 

proceeded to a medium mesh, and finally a fine 

mesh.  Convergence for this scenario was not 

established as readily. Due to some of the sharp 

geometry in the roll bar ANSYS had some 

difficulty establishing a consistent result. After 

some liberal application of refinements to the mesh, convergence was finally established.   

Convergence was automatically established by ANSYS at the standard 20 percent 

difference. After many attempts, convergence was finally established and is shown in Figure 9. 

Since this convergence was so difficult to establish, the convergence threshold was decreased to 

10 percent. The convergence was then readily obtained as demonstrated in Figure 10.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Roll bar contour plot 

Figure 9: Convergence for 20% 

difference 
Figure 9: Convergence for 10% 

difference 
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There was a noticeable increase in the safety factor between the 10 percent and 20 

percent convergence values. This was a very encouraging result. Not only was convergence 

established for a 10 percent difference, but an increase in the safety factor, through judicious use 

of refinements, was also obtained. With a safety factor of approximately 2.4, this established the 

safety of the passengers inside. This safety factor value was small enough to suggest that the 

tubing diameter was as small as possible, which minimizes the weight of the chassis, and large 

enough to allow for passengers that weighed more than the current assumed weight of the 

passengers, approximately 160 pounds.  

Power 
The engine for this vehicle needs to be compact and lightweight but still provide enough 

power and torque for a sporty driving experience. Additionally, it needs enough power to 

potentially run an alternator that provides electricity for the future gyros, AC compressor, servos 

for outriggers, and other electrical needs. 

 

 
Figure 11: CBR600RR engine (left) and Ford EcoBoost 1.0L (right) 

 

Initially, the award-winning Ford EcoBoost 1.0L 3-cylinder engine was selected. 

Unfortunately, however, problems were instantly encountered. First, exact dimensions could not 

be found online. Exact or even rough dimensions are very important so the team can insert the 

engine into the CAD model of the chassis and evaluate its feasibility in this two-wheeled vehicle.  

Eventually, after the painstaking task of estimating and scaling the engine based on a known 

dimension, a CAD model was inserted into the current chassis at the time. It was larger than 

expected. See the size comparison in Figure 11. Second, the car engine would require hefty 

modifications to run a single, rear-wheeled drive for our application. The combination of these 

two facts allowed the team to finally conclude that the car engine was too bulky for this project.  
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More research and comparisons (See Appendix “Engine Comparison”) were done until 

the CBR600RR motorcycle engine was selected, as depicted from the chart in Figure 12. A CAD 

model of the Honda engine was found online and scaled accordingly so that it had nearly the 

same dimensions as the actual engine. This engine model was placed into the CAD assembly 

where it was apparent that much less space was required for this engine. The Honda engine 

offers more than enough power while also being lightweight and compact. This motorcycle 

engine has the preferred orientation for single, rear wheel drive and requires no additional 

modifications. 

 

 

Engine Power to Weight Comparison 

 

Engine 1 2 3 4 5 

Description Ford 

Ecoboost 

I3 

Ford 

Ecoboost I4  

(1.5L) 

Ford 

Ecoboost I4 

(1.6L) 

Ford I4 

Crate 

Engine 

Honda 

CBR600RR 

 

Figure 12: Comparison of engine power and weight values 

 

To ascertain that this engine selection would can power this motorcar to the client’s 

desired speed, an Excel spreadsheet was used to determine the theoretical top speed for the 

motorcar as seen in the appendix. The calculations were run for the 600cc engine to determine 

that the top speed would fall within the 120-140 mph. Figures 13 and 14 show the capabilities of 

the 600cc engine over a range of gears and a range of RPMs that the engine produces.  
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Figure 13: 600cc vehicle speed versus engine speed 

  
Figure 14: 600cc vehicle speed versus gear number 

 

Although frictional considerations were neglected in the calculation, it was determined 

that the target top speed would likely be achievable and, if not, then the larger 1000cc would be 

utilized. The larger engine leaves no doubt as to its ability to provide the necessary power but 

with space at a premium in this vehicle, the smaller 600cc could be the best  option provided that 

it can reach the desired top speed once aerodynamic drag and other frictional elements are 

considered. 
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Control 
In keeping with the overall philosophy of this vehicle, the controls were designed and 

chosen to give the vehicle a sporty feel. Control involves any aspect that allows the driver to 

maneuver the vehicle. This includes braking, throttling, steering, and shifting. Paramount to 

control is the steering wheel.  

Since the client wanted a steering wheel from a normal car, a steering system had to be 

developed to convert the rotational motion of the steering wheel into fork motion at the front 

wheel. A Harley motorcycle fork will be used since they may be easily attained. It will be 

slightly modified to accommodate the selected steering system. Several options were considered 

for the steering system. The final system is shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 15: Steering system 

 

Regardless of which method of motion transfer was chosen, a double universal joint 

would be needed to convert the rotational motion from the steering wheel to an axis that is 

parallel to the forks. The three main options considered were the double universal joint with spur 

gears, the double universal joint with a chain drive, and only the double universal joint. The first 

two options considered a chain drive or spur gears. The benefit of using either one of these is that 

a desired gear ratio can be obtained. Not only does the gear ratio make steering easier by 

reducing the required torque from the driver, it also allows for a more sensitive steering feel. 

That is, a gear ratio could be chosen such that a 30 degree turn on the steering wheel would result 

in only a 10 degree turn at the forks. Research was done to find companies to buy viable chains 

and sprockets from. It was determined that a custom chain drive would need to be built by 
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purchasing sprockets and chains separately. Since stress analysis of roller chains and sprockets 

are not taught in machine design classes, additional research was done to explore this. However, 

stress analysis and design of spur gears are taught in machine design courses, so a gear train 

consisting of a driver gear, an idler, and driven gear was easily considered. The driver gear 

would have to be attached to the U-joint, which would also be connected to the steering wheel. 

The driven gear would need to be attached to the fork.  

Some initial design work was done in the areas of chain drives and spur gears but it was 

concluded that they would occupy too much prime real estate. They would eat up valuable leg 

space from the driver, possibly affect the design of the outer body of the vehicle, and lengthen 

the wheelbase. Depending on the dimensions of the sprockets, there is a recommended center 

distance between them. Even choosing the smallest allowable distance, this would lengthen the 

wheelbase. A similar concept applies to the gears in terms of lengthening the wheelbase. Another 

issue with those systems is that they create other problems due to the necessity of precise 

alignment of the gear teeth and chains on the sprockets to ensure stress concentrations are 

minimized. They would need inclined bearings and supports. All of the supports for these angled 

gears or sprockets would take up even more valuable space. A lubrication system would also be 

needed as well as the chain would need some type of tensioning mechanism 

The best way to confine the steering system to as little space as possible is to simply use a 

direct steering system. The steering wheel would connect to the double U-joints and would then 

connect directly to the axis of rotation of the forks.  

Research on double universal joints was conducted, and a company called Belden 

universal seemed to offer the most versatile of these products available. The company provides 

engineering drawings of all their products online as well as the ratings. The U-joints can also be 

purchased to have threaded bored holes, keyways, or both. They are capable of a maximum 90 

degree operating angle which is well above our required operating angle. Since one of these pre 

made parts would be purchased and they come with specifications and ratings, it was not 

necessary to create detailed SolidWorks drawings for the CAD model nor to perform stress 

analysis on this part. The double U-joint, shown 

in Figure 16, was selected from Belden. It has a 

torque rating of 585 in-lb and an ultimate 

torque of 2,925 in-lb. These torques are 

perceived to be well above the normal 

operating torque of the vehicle's steering 

system and thus would not be critical parts for 

failure to occur. A double U-joint was selected 

from GrabCAD to represent the Belden U-joint 

in the CAD model. It was scaled down so that 

the dimensions of the overall length, diameter 

and bore diameter are the same as the Belden 

U-joint that can be purchased. This allowed for 
Figure 16: Double U-Joint 
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an accurate representation in the CAD model. 

Once the steering concept and universal joint was selected, a simple mechanical system 

had to be designed to allow the torque conversion from the steering wheel to the forks. The first 

fundamental consideration is the operating torque that the steering wheel will feel on a normal 

basis. This torque will translate into stresses, which dictate the geometry and size of the steering 

components. Research was done in this area and a few methods were used to estimate the 

operating torque. Consider a normal vehicle that is around 4,000 pounds; the coupled moment 

applied to the steering wheel while driving is very small, around a few pounds. However, that is 

with power steering. Without power steering, the coupled moment goes up tremendously. On a 

normal vehicle, assuming a steering diameter of 15 inches and a hefty force of 60 pounds applied 

to each side; that creates a coupled moment of 900 in-lb. These are the coupled moments that 

people had to exert before power steering existed. Now for the two-wheeled vehicle, the overall 

weight is estimated to be around 1,000 pounds instead of 4,000 pounds, so the moment 

estimation is reduced by a factor of 4 to 225 in-lbs. Finally, to be conservative and to consider a 

higher force when turning the wheel while stationary or on a rough terrain, the force is increased 

to 400 in-lbs. Fatigue was not considered due the fact that the direct steering system limits the 

angle that the steering wheel can turn to plus or minus 30 degrees max, which is about the max 

angle that the forks can turn. Even then, the steering wheel is not alternating back and forth 

repeatedly. 

Using the torque estimation and considering the manufacturability of the parts, the 

steering connection was designed. A zoomed in picture is shown in Figure 17. Initially, two 

single universal joints were considered but later it was discovered that if this was the case, then 

the desired tilt of the steering wheel could not be obtained. This idea is more easily observable 

from a complete side view of the two wheel car, as seen earlier in Figure 5. 

The design consists of a thin plate that will be bolted to the Harley forks. A hexagonal 

connecting piece will sit in a hexagonal cutout on the plate at the axis of rotation of the forks. 

The two pieces can be welded together around the top 

and bottom. The hexagonal piece has a protruding shaft 

that the double universal joint will snugly slide onto. As 

of now, the double universal joint will be welded to the 

hexagonal piece around the base but if more structural 

integrity is desired, then steel bonding adhesive can be 

used to further solidify the connection of the U-joint to 

the hexagonal part. Also, another available option would 

be to request Belden to manufacture the U-joint with 

space for a keyway as they can do that, however, that is 

not necessary. The same connection between the 

hexagonal piece and the U-joint will also take place on 

the other end of the U joint where it connects to the 

steering wheel shaft. Simple ball bearings are used to 
Figure 17: Steering connection 

assembly 
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Figure 17: Close-up of 
steering assembly 

Figure 19: 
Clutch and 

shifter 

Figure 18: 
Throttle 

support the weight of the steering wheel. The supports for the bearings are connected to the 

chassis and can be seen in Figure 5. 

The hexagonal piece is considered a critical part prone to failure, so stress analysis was 

first attempted in ANSYS. However, after much tinkering, no valid results were obtained. The 

stress was then calculated by hand using conventional stress concentration charts. The hand 

calculations showed a static safety factor of 1.7 with respect to yielding for the material. The 

details of the calculations are shown in the appendix of this report. 

For future development of the steering system, a shorter set of 

Harley-Davidson forks could be used. This would give enough space for 

a thicker hexagonal part and a longer double universal joint from Belden. 

These bigger parts could be scaled properly so that the safety factor 

would be increased from 1.7 to 5 to meet the client's request. 

Another portion of control 

is the acceleration and braking of the vehicle. Since the GSX-R600 

engine uses a cable driven throttle, Aequatis will use a floor-mounted 

throttle, similar to the one in Figure 18. The brake will be separate and 

attached from the top. This allows the brake fluid reservoir to rest above 

the pedal, directly pushing the master cylinder piston in as the pedal is 

moved back. The cable from the throttle is to be run from the assembly to 

its destination via clips to the frame or through a PVC pipe serving as a 

central artery. 

To shift the engine, a clutch/handle assembly will be operated 

together by the left hand. A motorcycle-inspired clutch handle will be 

attached to a series of bell cranks and rods, allowing the user to squeeze 

to bring the clutch in and move the assembly forward or backward to 

sequentially change gears. An example of this clutch assembly is shown 

in Figure 19. 

While most drivers have embraced shifting with the right hand, 

having this shifter assembly on the left side made more sense for two 

reasons. First, our customer base will be primarily motorcycle riders and 

enthusiasts. These folks have become accustomed to pulling the clutch 

with the left hand. Second, like most motorcycle engines, the 

transmission shifter attachment for the GSX-R600 is on the left side. By 

choosing to have this assembly on the left, a simpler linkage is possible. 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Foot 

pedal 

Figure 19: Clutch 

assembly 
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Stabilization 

The stabilization element of this vehicle is one of the most important aspects of the 

overall design. There were a number of design approaches that were brainstormed before a final 

decision was made. The two main design choices were the gyroscopes, like the LIT Motors C1, 

and the outrigger approach, like the Monotracer. The client’s final expectation from this final 

design was caster-wheeled outriggers with the future version of the vehicle having gyroscopes. 

As a result, the team decided to go with the outrigger solution while providing appropriate 

provisions for gyroscopes in future versions. 

The outrigger system can be driven in numerous ways. The most commonly used driver 

is a hydraulic actuator like the one used to drive the outriggers on the Monotracer. Several other 

vehicles with outriggers also use hydraulic systems to drive the outriggers. Past attempts in the 

making of this vehicle used a heavy, space-consuming hydraulic driver that increased the weight 

and wheelbase of the vehicle by a large amount which the team found to be an improper use of 

resources. The hydraulic system includes a very large reservoir which would add to the space 

consumption issue as well as cause future maintenance problems for the user. After careful 

consideration and research, the hydraulic system was scrapped. 

Several articles and videos suggested the use of a 5000 pound winch to drive the 

outriggers. This idea allowed the outrigger system to function while conserving space and 

shortening the wheelbase at the same time. The winch also had a large load bearing capability 

that allowed the outriggers to be powerful enough to lift the vehicle in case of a spontaneous 

imbalance situation. The limitations of the winch was that it had an extremely slow deploy and 

retract time which in turn limited the capabilities of the vehicle as a whole. Furthermore, the 

functionality of the outriggers were such that each outrigger should be able to move individually. 

This would mean that there would have to be two separate winches which would consume a lot 

of space.  

 

 
Figure 20: Outrigger location on vehicle frame 

 

The stabilization element is one of the most important aspects of the vehicle's design 

because it is enclosed. Since most drivers will be new to this driving style, the driver may 

experience issues with balance at slower speeds. The main functionalities of the outriggers are to 

deploy at slower speeds and support the entire structure when parked. The outriggers are set to 

deploy when the vehicle drives at speeds less than 3 mph. The driver also will have a switch on 
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the dash that allows for instant deployment for rare emergency situations that fall outside the 

realm of the automated control system. Another part of the design intent of the outriggers is that 

they should be capable of lifting the vehicle upright from a tilted position during an unexpected 

or abrupt change in motion. The maximum angle that the vehicle should be able to tilt before the 

chassis bottoms out is about 35 degrees. So the outriggers should be capable of lifting up the 

vehicle from this position. This is not something that would occur often but the outrigger system 

should be capable of this during the event of an accident or unexpected loss of control. 

The old outrigger design from the first semester was scrapped because of many 

unforeseen issues. The main one being that it was calculated that the power the motor needed to 

lift the vehicle upright would be nearly 2 hp. This kind of power is not feasible to run off the car 

battery. The old system also did not hide within the body well, the tilt angle was restricted to 

only 20 degrees before bottoming out, and the linkage to wheel connections contained very 

complex geometry and had very low manufacturability. The new system from Figure 21 meets 

all of these design requirements. 

 

  
Figure 21: Deployed outriggers viewed from the front of the vehicle 

 

The team finally decided to go with a 12 volt linear actuator to drive the outriggers on 

each side. The entire system is contained in a housing that is to be mounted onto the chassis for 

greater stability. The mechanism will use square tubing because it performs well when the 

loading is predominantly in a single direction. The final outrigger system side view is seen in 

Figure 20 and front view in Figure 21. The linear actuators, shown in Figure 22, are connected to 

a five bar kinematic mechanism. The five bar mechanism is a clever way to allow for the 

outriggers to be hidden during the normal operation of the vehicle while still allowing the vehicle 
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to achieve stability when coming to a stop or parking. To reduce the visibility of the outriggers 

the team decided to use skid plates, instead of wheels. This will allow them to hide under the 

vehicle better and not affect the outer aesthetic appeal of the body. This linkage system will 

allow the vehicle to tilt up to 35 degrees before bottoming out, 

allowing for a sporty driving experience. Also, this linkage system 

is simple and cost effective to manufacture. 

How will the driver know if the outriggers have failed? 

There needs to be a sensor that indicates to the driver that the 

outriggers are working and ready to deploy, say a green light. This 

light indicator would turn red if there is a malfunction that stops 

the outriggers from being deployable. This system would function 

by telling the actuator to extend a very small displacement, 

periodically, say every 2-3 minutes. If this periodic extension fails, 

then the light indicator turns red. This tells the driver that the 

outriggers will not deploy automatically due to some malfunction. 

From that point, there needs to be a different way to deploy the 

outriggers. A manual system could be designed and added in the 

vehicle as a backup in the unlikely event of a power loss. 

Linkage Analysis 
For the simple and classic spring/mass/damper problem in Figure 23 the equation of motion can 

be derived where the input to the system is the forcing function F(t) which causes the output 

motion X(t).  

 
Figure 23: Spring/Mass/Damper system 

 

The same concept can be applied to the linkage mechanism below in Figure 24 where Fact is a 

step input actuator force, which causes the output motion, allowing the bottom link to trace a 

desired trajectory. A “Down and Out” trajectory was desired so that the outriggers could stay 

hidden under the body of the vehicle. The linkage mechanism was synthesized using a free 

program from the internet called “Linkage”. A link to the program download is in the references 

section at the end of the report. 

Figure 22: Outrigger 

assembly 
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Figure 24: Linkage Mechanism (SW and Linkage programs) 

 

The force analysis simulates the conditions of a “Worst Case Scenario”. Under normal 

conditions the mechanism would deploy quickly enough and the vehicle would not even come 

close to a catastrophic tip over; it would be a smooth ride. However, under rare circumstances, 

for example, the driver is driving recklessly or swerves to avoid a car accident, the vehicle could 

tip over at its near maximum tilt angle before bottoming out. While instantaneously bottoming 

out, the outriggers deploy to upright the vehicle and prevent the tip over. That’s the scenario that 

is being simulated to solve for the forces in the joints. Those forces would eventually be used to 

perform stress analysis and size the components of the mechanism to maintain a safety factor.  

First, the problem was solved as a dynamics problem. This a 1 DOF system in which all 

the motion can be determined based upon the external forces to the system. Assuming a total 

vehicle weight of 1500 lbs, with a driver and passenger, the normal force is expected to be 

around 800 lbs. This means the actuating force would need to be larger than this and is assumed 

to be 1000 lbs. The motion is determined by deriving the equation of motion and solving it. A 

program called “Autolev” was used to derive the equation of motion for the mechanism. Autolev 

has a built in function that will write a numerical integration code which can be compiled in 

Matlab. The simulation code outputs all the positions, velocities, and accelerations as functions 

of time. After running that simulation and plotting the trajectory of the tip of the bottom link 

(Figure 25), it is visible to see that the simulated trajectory matches the original desired trajectory 

from the Linkage program. This verifies that the simulation is an effective model for the 

mechanism.  
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Figure 25: Trajectory 

Even though the simulation is showing the correct trajectory, it is doing so in only 120 

milliseconds. This seems too fast for this mechanisms capability. By examining the plot of the 

actuator distance (Figure 26), another conclusion can be drawn regarding treating this problem as 

a dynamics problem. 

 
Figure 26: Actuator Distance 

 

Using the plot of the actuator distance VS time, the actuators average speed can be calculated as 

follows,  
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This says that the actuator is deploying at 45 in/s or nearly 4 ft/s. This is way too fast to be 

possible for an electric motor driven linear actuator. This leaves the validity of the results of the 

force analysis to be questionable. Perhaps there should be an additional constraint on the system 

that may override the motion determined by the forces. The additional constraint is that when the 

actuator encounters a restraining load of say 1000 lbs in which it must overcome, the actuator 

can only deploy at a set speed. This set speed is the “speed at full load” and can be found in the 

actuators specifications. Since the simulation is taking place at the “Worst Case Scenario”, which 

would be full load, this constraint should be enforced. Based upon an arbitrary actuator’s 

specifications, shown in Figure 27, with a load of 1000 lbs placed on the actuator, it can only 

deploy at roughly .2 in/sec.  

 

 
Figure 27: Actuator Specs 

 

Of course, this rating for the actuator speed at full load will vary depending on the system 

it is attached too. Regardless though, the rating tells you a ballpark velocity that the actuator will 

extend at while under its maximum dynamic load. By applying this additional constraint, the 

dynamics problem, where the forces cause the motion, is reduced to a kinematic problem in 

which the motion is already determined regardless of the forces. To solve the kinematic problem, 

the same Autolev code from the dynamics problem was used, except an additional constraint was 

added to say that the actuator moves at a constant velocity. The velocity it moves at was chosen 

to match the desired actuator speed of 5 in/sec at a max load of 1000 lbs. Ideally, an actuator for 

this application would need to withstand a dynamic load greater than the normal force of 800 lbs. 

and extend at about 5 in/sec in order to completely deploy in about 1 second. Electric linear 

actuators of this nature are difficult to come by, however, they do exist. They can be purchased 

from various companies and are quite expensive in the 200-400$ range. 

By adding this extra constraint, the system is reduced from 1 DOF to 0 DOF and 

therefore has no equation of motion since all the motion is already specified. Autolev was used 

again to find the equations for all the velocities and accelerations as functions of the specified 
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actuator speed. These equations were formatted in excel using the replace function and then 

copied into a matlab code. Two different models for the system are shown below in Figure 28. 

The difference between the two methods is clear. The dynamics problem is more realistic since 

the actuator displacement and link angles have a rise time, settling time and overshoot. The 

kinematics problem is a simplification. 

 

 

 
Figure 28: Position Comparison 

 

The force matrix was derived analytically and added to separate Matlab codes; one for the force 

analysis treated as a dynamics problem and one for the force analysis treated as a kinematic 

problem. The entire detailed process including the Autolev/Matlab codes for both the kinematic 

and dynamic problems and the derivation of the force matrix is located in the force analysis 

section of the appendix. By solving the force analysis, treating the problem as two cases, the 

forces in each pin joins was found as functions of time. Figure 29 shows the key labeling the pin 
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joints and links of the mechanism. Figure 30 shows the comparison of the forces for pin 7 when 

the problem was solved as a dynamics problem and as a kinematics problem. The solid line is in 

the horizontal direction and the dashed line is in the vertical direction. The rest of the force plots 

for both cases are in the force analysis section of the appendix. 

 

 
Figure 29: Mechanism Key 
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Figure 30: Force Comparison 

 

Notice that the force profiles are nearly identical. Most of the comparisons are very similar, like 

Pin 7, and some have slightly different profiles. As previously stated, the dynamics problem is 

more realistic since the plots have rise time, settling time and overshoot. The time scale is much 

shorter for the dynamics problem. Since the plots are so similar, it proves that the dynamics 

solutions are valid even though the time scale is off. It is safe to assume that the dynamic force 

profiles are the most accurate ones, except that the profile is stretched so that it occur over about 

1.2 seconds instead of .12 seconds. The deploying time of 1.2 seconds would vary based on the 

final actuator and could be lowered. 

 The plot of forces for Pin 4 is shown in Figure 31. Pin 4 is closely connected to the 

actuator, transferring loads to it. In some sense it is desirable to have the actuator absorb a 

majority of the forces. This is because the actuator has a worm drive that cannot be back driven 

and is very structurally stable. 

 
Figure 31: Pin 4 Forces 
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In another sense, the actuators are not designed to absorb impact loads or bending loads 

and therefore it is good that they do not absorb too much forces. The magnitude of these forces 

are a lot lower compared to the forces in the other support pins (9 & 10), which are nearly the 

same as Pin 7. The mechanism can still function as intended as long as the other supports are 

very secure.  

 Now that the force analysis has been done, the stress analysis can proceed. For that, first 

the shaft sizes for the pins that hold the links in place must be determined. The shaft sizes are 

determined based upon the single pin that experiences the maximum resultant force. When it is 

designed for this, all the other pins will automatically be safe. Of course, the shafts that 

experience less force could be slightly smaller, but for uniform load distribution and 

manufacturing simplicity it is desired that all the shafts be the same size. Furthermore, the shaft 

sizes would be so close to each other and require more detailed analysis that the cost savings 

would doubtfully be rewarding. Using some hand calculations in the form of a data table in 

excel, a safety factor is calculated as a function of the shaft diameter for both A500 mild steel 

and chromoly as the material (Figure 32).  

 

 
Figure 32: Shaft safety factor calculations 

 

These results are for the shafts which are in double shear or direct shear. The shaft size is 

chosen to be 5/8 inch to be a standard shaft size that can be purchased. This means the safety 

factor for the shafts would be about 1.7 with mild steel and 2.2 with chromoly. This will also 

allow for 1/8 inch thick bushings and make the hole size 3/4 of an inch. 

 Now that the shaft and hole size has been determined, the stress analysis for the links can 

proceed. The bottom link, number 5, experiences the most forces since it interfaces with the 

ground and has 3 pin connections. This is observed for time equal to zero by examining the force 

plots. These forces from were drawn on a free body diagram of the link. They were resolved and 

simplified into forces parallel and perpendicular to the link. The process of resolving the forces is 

shown at the end of the force analysis section of the appendix. The final resolved forces were 

applied in ANSYS (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33: Force conditions 

 

The boundary conditions for the link were not obvious since the link is free to move. In 

fact, the differences in the forces cause the link to move but for the purposes of stress analysis it 

must be somehow fixed. The boundary conditions were applied by inserting the the shafts and 

fixing the outer faces (Figure C). The contact condition was initially chosen as “frictional” but 

had to be changed to “no separation” in order for the simulation to complete “No separation” is 

still a valid contact condition since the displacements between the shafts and holes would be 

extremely small with close tolerances.  

 

 
Figure 34: Boundary conditions 

 

The ANSYS simulation used a fine mesh with a mesh refinement around the edge of the 

holes. Midside nodes were kept on during the simulation. The convergence tool was added to 

iterate the simulation 4 times attempting to reach stabilized stresses with a 15% change. Initially, 

the simulation was run using 1 X 1 X .065 inch tubing, meaning an outer cross section of 1 X 1 

and a thickness of .065. The simulation results were high so then the dimensions were gradually 

increased to 2 X 2 X .25 inch tubing. The results of the final ANSYS simulation are shown in 

Figures 35 and 36. The maximum von mises stress is shown to be on the shafts themselves. 

However, this stress can be ignored since the shaft sizes were already determined using simple 

but valid hand calculations. The stress of interest is the maximum stress on the holes. This is 

where a stress concentration occurs in ANSYS, as expected. 
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Figure 35: Refined Mesh 

 

 
Figure 36: Stress close up 

 

The maximum equivalent von Mises stress at the edge of the hole is 24 KSI. For the 

prototype, the square tubing (and round rod) was purchased from the metal supermarket. Mild 

steel A500 was the standard material for this and has a yield strength of about 46 KSI. This 

leaves a safety factor of 1.9. Instead of using mild steel, a stronger material such as Chromoly 

could be used. Chromoly has a yield strength in upward of 60 KSI. This would leave a safety 

factor of 2.5 for the links. 
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Figure 37: Skid plate assembly 

Table 3: Material safety factors 

 
 

These results were obtained by assuming vehicle weight of 1500 lbs (including driver and 

passenger), a ground normal force of 800 lbs at maximum tilt angle and an actuating force of 

1000 lbs. This analysis treats the problem as a planar system even though in reality there would 

be some minute lateral forces and moments. As long as the pin and support connections are 

structurally strong, based on the planar calculations, the lateral forces and moments should not 

cause any issues. 

Skid Plate 
As if determining the design of the 

outriggers was not enough, much discussion 

circled around the method by which the 

outrigger contacts the ground. The initial 

thought lead the team towards the use of omni 

wheels. An omni wheel is a wheel that consists 

of tiny, perpendicular wheels around the 

circumference. This design helps nullify the 

lateral drag the wheels would experience during 

very slow turns. Unfortunately, this design has 

its flaws. First, the wheels are large and hard to 

hide within the body. Second, there is no robust way to attach force sensors, which is crucial for 

self-stabilization. 

Since it was stated earlier that the outriggers would deploy only at speeds less than 3 mph 

the skid plate dragging against the ground is minimal. This way lateral forces on the mechanism 

are minimized. Aequatis came up with a solution they dubbed “the skid plate”, shown in Figure 

28. The skid plate is the pad on which the outriggers glide. Inspiration for this design is credited 

to a ski or snowboard. The skid plate features an upper portion made of steel and a lower portion 

made of plastic. The plastic is designed to be replaced as needed. The thinner profile allows the 

plate to be hidden on the underside of the body. Additionally, this design allowed for the easier 

integration of the pressure sensor. The pressure sensor lies between the two hinged layers, giving 

the connected Arduino real time information of how much pressure is being applied to the 

bottom. This reading would be used in the control system to aid in keeping the vehicle vertical 

even if the outriggers have to go different distances on each side of the vehicle. 
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Enclosure 

The enclosure is the last but possibly most crucial step in designing. The enclosure must 

match the intent or general feel of the object to inspire and tempt the user to jump in. Since this 

two-wheeled vehicle is meant to have a sporty feel and entice users to ride fast, Aequatis decided 

to use a streamlined shell accompanied with the client's request of using a glider-style canopy. 

Canopy 

The canopy extends from the dash to the roll bar, offering a wide view of the road while 

keeping the driver safe from environmental elements. It will be custom made of ¼ inch 

polycarbonate, which is both strong and lightweight. Aequatis recommends Perkins Aircraft in 

Fort Worth, Texas to manufacture the canopy. 

Figure 38: CAD model of canopy and hinge (left) and example of a glider canopy (right) 

 

After much internal debate, it was decided that the canopy will hinge from the front. This 

is beneficial for two main reasons. First, the canopy will feature a fail-safe locking mechanism. 

That is, it will be held down by the force of the wind should it become unlatched. This will 

prevent the canopy from being torn off while driving. Second, it is easier to open by pushing up 

and out versus up and backwards. Hinging in the front also makes for an easier entry and exit. 

In addition to one hinge, the canopy will be supported by a gas strut on either side. They 

are readily available by numerous manufactures, and Aequatis found sufficiently robust steel 

struts online. Each strut must hold roughly 100 pounds and be roughly 40 inches when fully 

extended. This can be accomplished with a 1,124 mm (44.25 inches) strut from WDS 

Component Parts. 
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Figure 39: Motion of Canopy Hinge 

Shell 
Enclosing the rest of the vehicle is a light fiberglass shell. Mimicking the curves of a 

raindrop, this enclosure is designed to be sleek, catchy, and practical. It will provide coverage 

from the rain and wind while creating a contoured path for air to follow while driving. This will 

aid in fuel efficiency. 

 

.  

Figure 40: CAD model outer shell and canopy 

 

 On both sides of the enclosure, naca ducts will be formed to allow air into the radiator 

and let the engine breathe. The air will be allowed to freely leave the body through the louvres in 

the rear to prevent a pressure buildup. The duct and the louvres should assist with allowing 

natural aspiration to occur in the engine and dissipation of heat from the engine compartment. 
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Figure 41: CAD model side view 

 

 To give the vehicle a smooth outer appearance, the outer shell extends to nearly the 

shoulders of the driver. While this looks great from the outside, it presents the driver with a 

challenge while attempting to enter or exit the vehicle. To mitigate this, part of the shell was 

designed to rotate up with the canopy, creating a door for the driver and passenger to climb in 

and out. 

Prototype 
The prototype is perhaps the most significant deliverable promised by Aequatis. While 

things may look good on the computer, security in design comes in the form of a tangible 

product and a real-life demonstration. Unfortunately, the magnitude of this project was too large 

to develop and build a full-scale model within nine months. With this in mind, Aequatis decided 

to focus on the most unique aspect of this project: the outriggers. The outriggers are completely 

unique and designed from the ground up specifically for this project. The majority of the other 

components can be purchased off the shelf. 

Computer Model 
Before grabbing tools and embarking on the manufacturing journey, a simplified chassis 

was designed on the computer. This chassis serves merely as the testing grounds for the 

outriggers. Two front motorcycle tires were attached to the simplified platform to simulate the 

fundamental situation for the outriggers. 
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Figure 42: Simplified Frame 

 

 Next, a light duty design version of the outriggers was designed. These outriggers share 

most dimensions with the full-blown outriggers, but are not suited to the full vehicle due to 

smaller link and shaft sizes, more cost effective actuator selection, and Plexiglas panels to allow 

bystanders to see the inner workings of the linkage. 

 

 
Figure 43: Complete prototype CAD model 

Building the Prototype 
Manufacturing the prototype took place over the course of a month or so at the FSAE 

shop here at the University of Texas at Arlington. After collecting the initial materials, the frame 

members were cut to size and MIG welded. Fourteen inch motorcycle wheels were added via an 

adjustable axle to give the desired ground clearance. The final prototype is shown in Figure 44. 

 Building the outriggers proved to be an enjoyable challenge. While the computer model 

contained the details necessary for building, cutting members and drilling holes at such a high 

level of precision was difficult. On a computer model, it is easy to mate two parts but in real-life, 

these parts have to be connected somehow. Problems arise when the connection method is a 
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weld, since the computer does not take into account the thickness of the weld. Moreover, hole 

location is not a game changer if just one or two hole are a little off. Unfortunately, however, 

even 1/16 of an inch off on a handful of holes will alter the performance of the mechanisms due 

to the cascading nature of the error.  

 

 
Figure 44: Completed Prototype 

 

Nevertheless, Aequatis was able to build working outriggers. As previously mentioned, 

these physical supports will not be able to move mountains. Rather, these were created to prove 

the concept of the linkage mechanism and demonstrate the superiority of the linear actuator in 

this application. 

 Building this model gave validity to the design. The outriggers performed as designed: 

moving down and out with the push of a button, and retracting in a reverse manner. 

Unfortunately due to the inaccuracies of the teams self-manufacturing, multiple misalignments of 

holes and a design with little room for error left the mechanism incapable of actually lifting itself 

upright from a tilted position. When this was attempted, the support shafts were bending away 

from their mounting holes that were drilled in the flexible polycarbonate and interference 

between the moving parts became an issue. These problems did not occur while just raising and 

lowering the outriggers and are a result of the inaccuracies and misalignments. Some shafts and 

links that are supposed to be parallel but are skew. The thin polycarbonate sheet is too flexible 

and allows for displacements that would not be allowed if the shafts were supported by a thicker 

metal sheet. Aequatis Engineering solutions is very confident that if the mechanism was 

manufactured by expert machinists, held to close tolerance and used metal support sheets instead 

of polycarbonate then it would be capable of leveling the vehicle. This confidence is based on 

the observations of the prototype and the detailed force and stress analysis.  
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Controlling the Prototype 
In order to properly operate the outriggers, an electronic control system was developed to 

allow for easy testing and future implementation of self-leveling capabilities. An Arduino Uno 

R3 was used as the brains of the control system. To control the linear actuators, a relay board 

was used that could easily be controlled by the Arduino. An MPU6050 6-axis 

accelerometer/gyroscope unit was used to measure the roll angle of the prototype. FlexiForce 

sensors were placed between the layers of the skid plates in order to measure when the outriggers 

contacted the ground. Limit switches were also implemented to prevent the outriggers from over-

extending. The custom Arduino code is shown in the appendix. 

Figure 45: Prototype Mounted Controls 

Secondary Systems 

Noticeably, many of the features commonly found on a vehicle are not yet accounted for. 

Since the overall goal for the project was to determine the viability of stabilizing a two wheeled 

vehicle with an outrigger design, the broad strokes of the design were the focus. Nevertheless, as 

the outriggers were being created, the critical aspects of the vehicle were kept in mind and 

developed to fulfill the client’s wishes. Many of these are important safety features that are 

necessary to drive legally. These features are briefly described in the following section.  

Systems that do not affect the drivability or visuals of the vehicle will be considered 

secondary systems. These systems include air conditioning, instrumentation, reverse gearing, and 

storage. During the construction process, these systems will be some of the last to be installed, as 

a driving prototype can be built without them. 

Air Conditioning 

Since the driver and passenger will be within a fiberglass enclosure, there needs to be 

some way to regulate the temperature within the vehicle. To do that, an air conditioning system 

is required. There are several different components that must be installed into the vehicle 

including a compressor, condenser, drier, and blower assembly.  
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Figure 46: Air conditioning kit (left) and Sean Hyland electric compressor (right) 

 

In order to obtain these components, online stores like EBay will be used. There are air 

conditioning kits available for custom build kit cars and is shown in Figure 46. This kit will 

provide us with everything needed to add air conditioning to the vehicle. 

The compressor included in this kit is belt driven. This is an issue because the motorcycle 

engine that will power the vehicle does not have a serpentine belt like a conventional car engine. 

In order to remedy this problem, a different compressor will need to be obtained. This 

replacement compressor will be fully electric and not take away from the engine’s output power. 

Shown in Figure 46, this compressor by Sean Hyland Motorsport uses a 12 volt power source to 

provide roughly 4,000 BTU/Hr. while only drawing 32 amps. If the stator of the vehicle’s 

motorcycle engine is upgraded to 500 watts, then there will be enough charging power to keep 

everything running smoothly. 

Instrumentation 

 Another secondary system that allows 

the driver to receive information about the 

vehicle’s performance is the instrumentation 

located on the dashboard. The main portion of 

the instrumentation will be taken from the same 

motorcycle that the vehicle’s engine will be 

sourced from. As shown in Figure 47, the 

gauges from the motorcycle show speed, RPM, 

current gear, and any warning lights.  

In addition to these, more switches will 

need to be manually added in order to control 

the systems that are not native to the 

motorcycle’s original platform. These will include the air conditioning controls, outrigger 

controls, and the ignition switch. All of the instrumentation will be mounted to the dashboard of 

Figure 47: Motorcycle gauges 
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Figure 28: GSX-R1000 gauges 

Figure 29: Roadstercycle reverse 
gearbox 

Figure 30: Starter 

the vehicle above the steering shaft.  

In order to wire up the lights, gauges, and switches, the wiring harness from the same 

motorcycle as the engine will be used. A wiring diagram will be used to locate the required 

connection for each wire in the harness. The wires will then be connected to the proper systems 

of the vehicle so the motorcycle gauges work as they did on its original platform. 

Reverse Gear 
One substantial difference between cars 

and motorcycles is the inclusion of a reverse gear. 

Most motorcycles do not have a reverse gear 

included in the sequential gearbox, and the engine 

in our vehicle is no exception. The low weight of 

most motorcycles and the ability for the driver to 

push backwards with their feet removes the need 

for a reverse gear. Our enclosed vehicle, on the 

other hand, will need an alternative solution. 

There are two different methods of adding 

a reverse gear to the vehicle. The first of which 

involves adding a second gearbox from 

Roadstercycle to the output shaft of the motor. 

The gearbox, shown in Figure 48, involves 

planetary gears that can reverse the engine’s output by simply engaging a clutch. This solution is 

relatively expensive but would be simpler to install and would also allow the vehicle to travel in 

reverse for an extended period of time. 

Another solution would be to attach a car starter motor to 

the rear sprocket of the vehicle. The starter motor shown in Figure 

30, is also used on other four-wheeled custom vehicles to add a 

reverse gear. This solution is more cost effective, however the 

current draw of over 80 amps would only allow the vehicle to 

travel in reverse for short periods of time before the battery is 

drained. This method, despite its current draw, will be pursued due 

to its cost effectiveness and simplicity over the secondary reverse 

gearbox. In order to keep from draining the vehicle’s battery, a 

second battery can be added in parallel to double the overall 

capacity.  

 

 

Figure 48: Reverse gearbox 

Figure 49: Starter motor 
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Figure 31: Vehicle storage 
space 

Storage 

The enclosed vehicle is required to have enough storage space for a duffel bag. This 

storage space needs to be protected from the outside elements and easy to access. In order to 

accomplish this, a trunk has been added to the rear of the vehicle and is shown in Figure 50. The 

trunk is incorporated into the frame structure and 

will be covered by the outer shell of the vehicle. 

The shell will protect the storage from the 

weather. It has been designed to have enough 

space for a full backpack. The trunk will be 

opened from the outside of the vehicle as the 

shell will have a trunk lid cut out of it. Weather-

stripping and a lockable latch will keep the 

storage dry and safe.  

If more storage is required, then a duffel 

bag can be placed in the back seat if no 

passenger is present. These storage spaces allow 

for the enclosed vehicle to satisfy the needs of the 

everyday commuter. 

Future Development 
The current design for the two wheeled vehicle is not at a stage that could be considered 

complete, and there are many potential changes coming in the near future. There are many 

systems that need further development to ensure that the first complete prototype is fully formed 

with all the standard amenities and safety features. Aequatis Engineering Solutions has compiled 

a list of recommendations that it believes are necessary to ensure the success of the two wheeled 

car concept. In order to develop a competitive, alluring vehicle, improvements must continually 

be made. The improvements currently being researched are intended to enable the two-wheeled 

vehicle to be competitive despite attempting to break into a market dominated by major 

automotive manufacturers. The two wheeled vehicle, while starting out in a niche corner of the 

consumer market, has potential to rival well established manufacturers by offering a unique 

commuting experience.  

Gyroscopic Stabilization 

Gyroscopic stabilization is by no means a new technology. For many years it has been 

used as an orientation device for satellites, rockets, and many other devices. The simplest 

gyroscopes are devices that consist of only a flywheel, a motor to keep it rotating, and a gimbal 

that allows the flywheel to rotate. Through the manipulation of conservation of momentum, 

gyroscopes resist forces that would normally cause a body to fall over. A familiar example of 

Figure 50: E2V Trunk and backpack 

storage 
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gyroscopic stability is a spinning top. When the top spins fast enough, it can be poked and 

prodded while remaining balanced on its tip. Gyroscopic stability can be scaled up to allow for 

the stabilization of much larger bodies. Gyroscopic stability, while incredibly complex, comes 

with major benefits. Gyroscopic stabilization allows for a safer ride, and the ability to enhance 

the handling of the vehicle beyond what a two wheeled vehicle can currently achieve.  

Antilock Brake System (ABS) 
This is a feature our client is very interested in. Having ABS would greatly increase the 

safety of the vehicle as a whole and afford a sense of security to the inhabitants.  

Windshield Wipers 
 Windshield wipers are an important feature on any vehicle. Due to the curvature of the 

canopy, the windshield wipers may have difficulty achieving appropriate contact on the entire 

surface. This difficulty may be dealt with by limiting the motion of the wipers to only the critical 

contours. 

Front and Rear Lights 
Headlights and brake lights are an integral component on any vehicle. Not only are they 

necessary to make the vehicle street legal, but they also assist with the visibility of the vehicle. 

As the design of the vehicle changes both of these components should be located to match the 

design of the vehicle.  

Side-view Mirrors 
  Since the vehicle doesn’t have a clear view behind, or to the sides of it, side view 

mirrors are extremely important. As progress continues, the side view mirrors should be located 

to match the design of the vehicle.  

Rearview Camera 

Since the current design of the two wheeled vehicle limits the sight of the driver, it’s the 

goal of Aequatis Engineering Solutions to enable alternative means to enhance their ability to 

observe the world around them. Rearview cameras are starting to come standard on many 

modern vehicles, especially those that have limited 360 degree views. These devices aren’t 

simply frivolous amenities. Rearview cameras allow for greater confidence for concerned drivers 

and the elimination of blind spots.   
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IMU Outrigger Leveling 

 The current design of the two wheeled vehicle has one major weakness, the inability to 

park in any orientation on steep hills. Motorcycles also have this limitation, however, since our 

two-wheeled vehicle is enclosed, it should have the same capability of a normal car. The current 

outriggers are only designed to extend to the ground to provide support while traveling at low 

speeds or while fully stopped. In the future, it is the goal of Aequatis Engineering Solutions to 

enable the outriggers to extend further to provide stability when traveling or parked along a road 

with a steep incline. Along with these extendible outriggers an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) 

will be used to allow the vehicle to remain perfectly level. This would allow the driver and 

passenger to sit comfortably without having to shift their weight awkwardly.    

Broader Engineering Impact  
An engineer’s primary duty is to contribute to the whole of society using the skills and 

talents learned through tireless effort. In keeping with this, at Aequitas Engineering Solutions 

have attempted to keep this in mind throughout the development of the two wheeled vehicle. Not 

every project can be apparent in its efforts to improve the world. However, often the most 

influential method of transforming the world is by creating something that improves the lives of 

many people, even if that improvement is slight. The two wheeled vehicle is not a product that is 

going to save people’s lives actively. In fact, the very first proposal delivered was more about 

saving an expensive set of clothing from damage due to inclement weather. However, in many 

places a car is an absolute necessity, and one of the leading causes of deaths.  

We’re all familiar with the unique frustration that comes along with a driver’s license. 

The absolute thrill of speeding along the highway can all too quickly turn into the gnawing 

agony of desperation to escape gridlock traffic. We believe the aggressive drivers out there have 

simply lost the joy that they used to feel for driving. At the very least, AES intends to remind a 

portion of those drivers why they loved driving in the first place. Hopefully our product will 

result in much more. Less congestion and increased capacity on the roads. Less trips to the 

emergency room for motorcyclists from being thrown off their motorcycle. Increased visibility 

for motorcyclists on the road, due to the inability to not recognize the two wheeled vehicle’s one 

of kind aesthetics. Whatever benefit the two wheeled vehicle brings to the consumer it’s brought 

about through honest engineering effort, and love for automotive design.   
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Appendix 

Engine Comparison 

 
 

Top Speed Calculation 

*The Top Speed Calculation spreadsheet was borrowed with permission from former alumni, 

Erick Kohler, now working on the F600 racecar. 
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Steering Hand Calculations 
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Force analysis as a dynamics problem 
 
Autolev code used to generate the equation of motion and acceleration equations: 
newtonian N 
Bodies A,B,D, E,G,H, I 
points c,f,s,k,v,z 
variables q{7}',u{7}' 
constants L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7, r1,r2,ra, x1,x2,x3,y1,y2,y3, g, Fa, Fn 
q1'=u1; q2'=u2; q3'=u3; q4'=u4; q5'=u5; q6'=u6; q7'=u7; 
units q2=DEG,q3=DEG,q4=DEG,q5=DEG,q6=DEG,q7=DEG 
 
simprot(N,A,3,q2) 
simprot(N,B,3,q2) 
simprot(N,D,3,q3) 
simprot(N,E,3,q4) 
simprot(N,G,3,q5) 
simprot(N,H,3,q6) 
simprot(N,I,3,q7) 
 
P_No_Ao> = -L1/2*A2> 
P_No_k>  = -(ra+q1)*B2> 
P_k_Bo>  = -L2/2*B2> 
P_Bo_C>  = -L2/2*B2> 
P_C_Do>  = -L3/2*D1> 
P_C_Eo>  = -L4/2*E2> 
P_C_F>   = -L4*E2> 
P_F_Go>  = -r1*G2> 
P_F_Ho>  =  L6/2*H1> 
P_F_Io>  =  r2*G2> + L7/2*I1> 
 
P_Go_z>  = -L5/2*G2> 
P_No_z> 
PZ>      = express(P_No_z>,N) 
xtr=dot(PZ>,N1>) 
ytr=dot(PZ>,N2>) 
 
P_s_C>   = L3*D1> 
P_V_F>   = -L6*H1> 
 
W_A_N>=q2'*N3> 
W_B_N>=q2'*N3> 
W_D_N>=q3'*N3> 
W_E_N>=q4'*N3> 
W_G_N>=q5'*N3> 
W_H_N>=q6'*N3> 
W_I_N>=q7'*N3> 
 
ALF_A_N>=dt(W_A_N>,N) 
ALF_B_N>=dt(W_B_N>,N) 
ALF_D_N>=dt(W_D_N>,N) 
ALF_E_N>=dt(W_E_N>,N) 
ALF_G_N>=dt(W_G_N>,N) 
ALF_H_N>=dt(W_H_N>,N) 
ALF_I_N>=dt(W_I_N>,N) 
 
Loop1>= P_No_Bo> + P_Bo_C> + 2*P_C_Do> - x1*N1> + y1*N2> 
Lop[1]=dot(Loop1>,N1>) 
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Lop[2]=dot(Loop1>,N2>) 
 
Loop2>= P_s_C> + P_C_F> + P_F_Io> + L7/2*I1> - x2*N1> - y2*N2> 
Lop[3]=dot(Loop2>,N1>) 
Lop[4]=dot(Loop2>,N2>) 
 
Loop3>= P_V_F> + P_F_Io> + L7/2*I1> + x3*N1> - y3*N2> 
Lop[5]=dot(Loop3>,N1>) 
Lop[6]=dot(Loop3>,N2>) 
pause 
Lop 
 
sc=1/12 
input L1=13.22*sc, L2=10.9*sc  , L3=6.75*sc , L4=4.78*sc , L5=9*sc    , L6=5.22*sc , L7=5.55*sc 
input x1=1.34*sc , y1=16.75*sc , x2=8.08*sc , y2=1.67*sc , x3=1.09*sc , y3=1.39*sc  
input r1=2.9*sc , r2=1.60*sc  , ra=2.79*sc 
 
input q1=0.13*sc, q2=30, q3=40, q4=-10, q5=60, q6=5, q7=10 
code nonlinear(Lop,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7) Complex_Nonlinear.m 
% code Nonlinear gives us the initial angles 
 
dependent=dt(Lop) 
constrain(dependent[U2,U3,U4,U5,U6,U7]) 
pause 
 
V_Ao_N>=dt(P_No_Ao>,N) 
V_Bo_N>=dt(P_No_Bo>,N) 
V_Do_N>=dt(P_No_Do>,N) 
V_Eo_N>=dt(P_No_Eo>,N) 
V_Go_N>=dt(P_No_Go>,N) 
V_Ho_N>=dt(P_No_Ho>,N) 
V_Io_N>=dt(P_No_Io>,N) 
 
V_Z_N> =dt(P_No_z>,N) 
V_K_N> =dt(P_No_k>,N) 
 
factoring on 
A_Ao_N>=dt(V_Ao_N>,N) 
A_A>=express(A_Ao_N>,N) 
A_Ax=dot(A_A>,N1>) 
A_Ay=dot(A_A>,N2>) 
 
A_Bo_N>=dt(V_Bo_N>,N) 
A_B>=express(A_Bo_N>,N) 
A_Bx=dot(A_B>,N1>) 
A_By=dot(A_B>,N2>) 
 
A_Do_N>=dt(V_Do_N>,N) 
A_D>=express(A_Do_N>,N) 
A_Dx=dot(A_D>,N1>) 
A_Dy=dot(A_D>,N2>) 
 
A_Eo_N>=dt(V_Eo_N>,N) 
A_E>=express(A_Eo_N>,N) 
A_Ex=dot(A_E>,N1>) 
A_Ey=dot(A_E>,N2>) 
 
A_Go_N>=dt(V_Go_N>,N) 
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A_G>=express(A_Go_N>,N) 
A_Gx=dot(A_G>,N1>) 
A_Gy=dot(A_G>,N2>) 
 
A_Ho_N>=dt(V_Ho_N>,N) 
A_H>=express(A_Ho_N>,N) 
A_Hx=dot(A_H>,N1>) 
A_Hy=dot(A_H>,N2>) 
 
A_Io_N>=dt(V_Io_N>,N) 
A_I>=express(A_Io_N>,N) 
A_Ix=dot(A_I>,N1>) 
A_Iy=dot(A_I>,N2>) 
 
mass A=ma,B=mb,D=md,E=me,G=mg,H=mh,I=mi 
Inertia A,Ia1,Ia2,Ia3,0,0,0 
Inertia B,Ib1,Ib2,Ib3,0,0,0 
Inertia D,Id1,Id2,Id3,0,0,0 
Inertia E,Ie1,Ie2,Ie3,0,0,0 
Inertia G,Ig1,Ig2,Ig3,0,0,0 
Inertia H,Ih1,Ih2,Ih3,0,0,0 
Inertia I,Ii1,Ii2,Ii3,0,0,0 
 
gravity(-g*N2>) 
force(z,FN*N2>) 
force(k,-FA*B2>) 
 
zero=fr()+frstar() 
 
input g=32, FA=1000, FN=800 
input ma=3       ,mb=3         ,md=3      ,me=3       ,mg=3       ,mh=3       ,mi=3 
input Ia3=.3     ,Ib3=.2       ,Id3=.1    ,Ie3=.1     ,Ig3=.1     ,Ih3=.1     ,Ii3=.1 
input integstp=.01, tfinal=.16 
 
input q1=0.13*sc, q2=27.4916, q3= 41.7031, q4=-12.9389, q5=57.6522, q6=4.9240, q7=10.1910 
 
output t, q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7 
output t, u1',u2',u3',u4',u5',u6',u7' 
output t, xtr, ytr 
output t, A_Ax, A_Ay, A_Bx, A_By, A_Dx, A_Dy, A_Ex, A_Ey, A_Gx, A_Gy, A_Hx, A_Hy, A_Ix, A_Iy 
output t, u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7 
 
code dynamics() Complex_Simulation2.m 
save Complex_Mechanism2.all 
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Autolev generates a matlab code which solves the differential equation of motion for all the generalized 
coordinates, velocities, accelerations and the accelerations of the center of masses of each body. 
 
Inputs to Simulation Code: 
All the lengths were found from the Solidworks model. All the mass/inertia was estimated 
 
%-------------------------------+--------------------------+-------------------+----------------- 
% Quantity                      | Value                    | Units             | Description 
%-------------------------------|--------------------------|-------------------|----------------- 
FA                              =  1000;                   % UNITS               Constant  
FN                              =  800;                    % UNITS               Constant  
G                               =  32;                     % UNITS               Constant  
 
IA3                             =  .3;                     % UNITS               Constant 
IB3                             =  .2;                     % UNITS               Constant  
ID3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant  
IE3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant 
IG3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant  
IH3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant  
II3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant 
 
L1                              =  1.101666666666667;      % UNITS               Constant  
L2                              =  0.9083333333333333;     % UNITS               Constant  
L3                              =  0.5625;                 % UNITS               Constant 
L4                              =  0.3983333333333333;     % UNITS               Constant  
L5                              =  0.75;                   % UNITS               Constant  
L6                              =  0.4349999999999999;     % UNITS               Constant 
L7                              =  0.4625;                 % UNITS               Constant  
 
MA                              =  .09324;                      % Slugs              Constant  
MB                              =  .09324;                      % Slugs               Constant  
MD                              =  .09324;                      % Slugs               Constant  
ME                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant 
MG                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant  
MH                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant  
MI                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant 
 
R1                              =  0.2416666666666666;     % UNITS               Constant  
R2                              =  0.1333333333333333;     % UNITS               Constant  
RA                              =  0.2325;                 % UNITS               Constant 
 
Q1                              =  0.01083333333333333;    % UNITS               Initial Value  
Q2                              =  27.4916;                % DEG                 Initial Value 
Q3                              =  41.7031;                % DEG                 Initial Value 
Q4                              = -12.9389;                % DEG                 Initial Value 
Q5                              =  57.6522;                % DEG                 Initial Value 
Q6                              =  4.9240;                 % DEG                 Initial Value 
Q7                              =  10.1910;                % DEG                 Initial Value 
U1                              =  0.0;                    % UNITS               Initial Value 
 
TINITIAL                        =  0.0;                    % UNITS               Initial Time 
TFINAL                          =  .16;                    % UNITS               Final Time 
INTEGSTP                        =  .001;                   % UNITS               Integration Step 
PRINTINT                        =  1;                      % Positive Integer    Print-Integer 
ABSERR                          =  1.0E-08;                %                     Absolute Error 
RELERR                          =  1.0E-07 ;               %                     Relative Error 
%-------------------------------+--------------------------+-------------------+----------------- 
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Solution: 
 

Coordinates 

… 
 

Generalized Accelerations 

… 
 

Accelerations of the COM’s 

… 
 
Results: 

 
This shows the simulation is matching the desired trajectory and thus is working properly. Force analysis 
can use all the calculated coordinates and accelerations. 
 
Now the Force Matrix will be derived: 
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Manually written Matlab code to solve the force analysis. This uses the analytically derived force 
matrix and the simulation results for all the coordinates and accelerations. 
%Constants 
FA                              =  1000;                   % lb              Constant 
FN                              =  800;                    % lb              Constant 
G                               =  32;                     % Ft/s^2          Constant 
IA3                             =  .3;                     % slug*ft^2       Constant 
IB3                             =  .2;                     % slug*ft^2       Constant 
ID3                             =  .1;                     % slug*ft^2       Constant 
IE3                             =  .1;                     % slug*ft^2       Constant 
IG3                             =  .1;                     % slug*ft^2       Constant 
IH3                             =  .1;                     % slug*ft^2       Constant 
II3                             =  .1;                     % slug*ft^2       Constant 
L1                              =  1.1016;                 % Ft              Constant 
L2                              =  0.9083;                 % Ft              Constant 
L3                              =  0.5625;                 % Ft              Constant 
L4                              =  0.3983;                 % Ft              Constant 
L5                              =  0.75;                   % Ft              Constant 
L6                              =  0.435;                  % Ft              Constant 
L7                              =  0.4625;                 % Ft              Constant 
MA                              =  .09324;                 % Slugs           Constant 
MB                              =  .09324;                 % Slugs           Constant 
MD                              =  .09324;                 % Slugs           Constant 
ME                              =  .09324;                 % Slugs           Constant 
MG                              =  .09324;                 % Slugs           Constant 
MH                              =  .09324;                 % Slugs           Constant 
MI                              =  .09324;                 % Slugs           Constant 
r1                              =  0.242;                  % Ft              Constant 
r2                              =  0.13;                   % Ft              Constant 
RA                              =  0.2325;                 % Ft              Constant 

  
rb=0; 
%Variables calculated from complex simulation (autolev generated matlab code) 
Q= load('complex_simulation2.1'); %Angles 
t=Q(:,1); % Time 
q1=Q(:,2);     q2=Q(:,3);     q3=Q(:,4);     q4=Q(:,5);     q5=Q(:,6);     q6=Q(:,7);     q7=Q(:,8); 

  
Qdd=load('complex_simulation2.2');%Angular Accelerations 
q1dd=Qdd(:,2); q2dd=Qdd(:,3); q3dd=Qdd(:,4); q4dd=Qdd(:,5); q5dd=Qdd(:,6); q6dd=Qdd(:,7); q7dd=Qdd(:,8); 

  
A= load('complex_simulation2.4'); %Linear Accelerations of the center of masses of each body 
Ax=A(:,2); Ay=A(:,3); 
Bx=A(:,4); By=A(:,5); 
Dx=A(:,6); Dy=A(:,7); 
Ex=A(:,8); Ey=A(:,9); 
Gx=A(:,10); Gy=A(:,11); 
Hx=A(:,12); Hy=A(:,13); 
Ix=A(:,14); Iy=A(:,15); 

  
%22 Reactions 
fg1x=[];fg1y=[]; 
f21x=[];f21y=[]; 
f32x=[];f32y=[]; 
f42x=[];f42y=[]; 
fg3x=[];fg3y=[]; 
Tg3=[]; 
f54x=[];f54y=[]; 
f64x=[];f64y=[]; 
f75x=[];f75y=[]; 
fg6x=[];fg6y=[]; 
Tg6=[]; 
fg7x=[];fg7y=[]; 

  
for i=1:length(t) 

     
    %Link 1 
    Rg1x=-L1/2*sind(q2(i)); 
    Rg1y= L1/2*cosd(q2(i)); 
    R21x=rb*cosd(q2(i))-(L1/2-RA-q1(i))*sind(q2(i)); 
    R21y=rb*sind(q2(i))+(L1/2-RA-q1(i))*cosd(q2(i)); 

     
    %Link 2 
    R12x=rb*cosd(q2(i))  -L2/2*sind(q2(i)); 
    R12y=rb*sind(q2(i))  +L2/2*cosd(q2(i)); 
    R32x= L2/2*sind(q2(i)); 
    R32y=-L2/2*cosd(q2(i)); 
    R42x= L2/2*sind(q2(i)); 
    R42y=-L2/2*cosd(q2(i)); 
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    %Link 3 
    R23x= L3/2*cosd(q3(i)); 
    R23y= L3/2*sind(q3(i)); 
    Rg3x=-L3/2*cosd(q3(i)); 
    Rg3y=-L3/2*sind(q3(i)); 

     
    %Link 4 
    R24x=-L4/2*sind(q4(i)); 
    R24y= L4/2*cosd(q4(i)); 
    R54x= L4/2*sind(q4(i)); 
    R54y=-L4/2*cosd(q4(i)); 
    R64x=R54x; 
    R64y=R54y; 

     
    %Link 5 
    R75x=-(r1+r2)*sind(q5(i)); 
    R75y= (r1+r2)*cosd(q5(i)); 
    R45x=     -r1*sind(q5(i)); 
    R45y=      r1*cosd(q5(i)); 
    RNx=     L5/2*sind(q5(i)); 

     
    %Link 6 
    R46x=-L6/2*cosd(q6(i)); 
    R46y=-L6/2*sind(q6(i)); 
    Rg6x= L6/2*cosd(q6(i)); 
    Rg6y= L6/2*sind(q6(i)); 

     
    %Link 7 
    R57x=-L7/2*cosd(q7(i)); 
    R57y=-L7/2*sind(q7(i)); 
    Rg7x= L7/2*cosd(q7(i)); 
    Rg7y= L7/2*sind(q7(i)); 

     
    %COLUMN NUMBER 
     %   1      2       3           4       5       6       7       8       9       10   TORQ 1  

    %   1       2       3           4       5       6       7       8       9       10     11   12     13      14      15      16      17      18      19      20      21     22 

    R1=[1       0       1           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%1 

    R2=[0       1       0           1       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%2 

    R3=[-Rg1y   Rg1x    -R21y       R21x    0       0       0       0       0       0       1   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%3 

    R4=[0       0    -sin(q2(i)) cos(q2(i)) 0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%4 

    R5=[0       0       -1          0       1       0       1       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%5 

    R6=[0       0       0           -1      0       1       0       1       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%6 

    R7=[0       0       R12y        -R12x   -R32y   R32x    -R42y   R42x    0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%7 

    R8=[0       0       0           0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%8 

    R9=[0       0       0           0       0       -1      0       0       0       1       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%9 

    R10=[0      0       0           0       R23y    -R23x   0       0       -Rg3y   Rg3x    0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       1       0      0];%10 

    R11=[0      0       0           0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       0   1       0       1       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%11 

    R12=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       -1      0       0       0   0       1       0       1       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%12 

    R13=[0      0       0           0       0       0       R24y    -R24x   0       0       0   -R54y   R54x    -R64y   R64x    0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%13 

    R14=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   -1      0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0       0      0];%14 

    R15=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0      0];%15 

    R16=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   R45y    -R45x   0       0       -R75y   R75x    0       0       0       0      0];%16 

    R17=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0       0      0];%17 

    R18=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0      0];%18 

    R19=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       R46y    -R46x   0       0       -Rg6y   Rg6x    0       0      0];%19 

    R20=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       0       1      0];%20 

    R21=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       0      1];%21 

    R22=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       R57y    -R57x   0       0       0   -Rg7y   Rg7x];%22 

     

     
    M=[R1;R2;R3;R4;R5;R6;R7;R8;R9;R10;R11;R12;R13;R14;R15;R16;R17;R18;R19;R20;R21;R22]; 

     
    V=[MA*Ax(i);    MA*(Ay(i)+G);   IA3*q2dd(i);    0;  MB*Bx(i)-FA*sind(q2(i));    

MB*(By(i)+G)+FA*cosd(q2(i));    IB3*q2dd(i);    MD*Dx(i);   MD*(Dy(i)+G);   ID3*q3dd(i);    ME*Ex(i);   

ME*(Ey(i)+G);   IE3*q4dd(i);    MG*Gx(i);   MG*(Gy(i)+G)-FN;    IG3*q5dd(i)-RNx*FN;     MH*Hx(i);   

MH*(Hy(i)+G);   IH3*q6dd(i);    MI*Ix(i);   MI*(Iy(i)+G);   II3*q7dd(i)]; 

  
    F=(M^-1)*V; 

     
    fg1x=[fg1x,F(1)]; 
    fg1y=[fg1y,F(2)]; 
    f21x=[f21x,F(3)]; 
    f21y=[f21y,F(4)]; 
    f32x=[f32x,F(5)]; 
    f32y=[f32y,F(6)]; 
    f42x=[f42x,F(7)]; 
    f42y=[f42y,F(8)]; 
    fg3x=[fg3x,F(9)]; 
    fg3y=[fg3y,F(10)]; 
    Tg3= [Tg3, F(11)]; 
    f54x=[f54x,F(12)]; 
    f54y=[f54y,F(13)]; 
    f64x=[f64x,F(14)]; 
    f64y=[f64y,F(15)]; 
    f75x=[f75x,F(16)]; 
    f75y=[f75y,F(17)]; 
    fg6x=[fg6x,F(18)]; 
    fg6y=[fg6y,F(19)]; 
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    Tg6= [Tg6, F(20)]; 
    fg7x=[fg7x,F(21)]; 
    fg7y=[fg7y,F(22)]; 

     
end 

  
        figure 
    plot(t,Tg3,'b',t,Tg6,'k--') 
    title('Reaction Torques on Links 1 and 3') 
    legend('Tg3','Tg6') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Torque, Ft-lb') 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,fg1x,'b',t,fg1y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 1') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    legend('Fg1x','Fg1y') 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,f21x,'b',t,f21y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 2') 
    legend('F21x','F21y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,f32x,'b',t,f32y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 3') 
    legend('F32x','F32y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f42x,'b',t,f42y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 4') 
    legend('F42x','F42y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,fg3x,'b',t,fg3y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 5') 
    legend('Fg3x','Fg3y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f54x,'b',t,f54y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 6') 
    legend('F54x','F54y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f64x,'b',t,f64y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 7') 
    legend('F64x','F64y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f75x,'b',t,f75y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 8') 
    legend('F75x','F75y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
         figure 
    plot(t,fg7x,'b',t,fg7y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 9') 
    legend('Fg7x','Fg7y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,fg6x,'b',t,fg6y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 10') 
    legend('Fg6x','Fg6y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    grid on 
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It is not obvious which links have the two assumed reaction torques, so all combinations were tried and the 
best solutions were taken.   

 
 

Use the key below to see which forces act on which pins. 
 

Pin Number Labeled in Box 

Link Number Labeled in Yellow 

 

Places where torque was tried: Solution? Mag # of Asymptotes

Link 1 and 3 row 3 row 10 5

Link 1 and 5 X row 3 row 16 11

Link 1 and 6 row 3 row 19 8

Link 3 and 5 X row 10 row 16 10^23 inf

Link 3 and 6 X row 10 row 19 10^22 inf

Link 5 and 6 X row 16 row 19 10^38 inf

# 
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Force analysis as a kinematics problem 

The same autolev code was used and slightly modified to add the additional constraint. The same force 

analysis matlab code was used but modified so that it calculates the velocities and accelerations at each 

iteration using the equations found from autolev. 

Use the same Key from before to match up the forces to the corresponding pins. 
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Matlab Code to solve kinematic force analysis 
%----------Constants------------------------------------------------------- 
FA                              =  1000;                   % UNITS               Constant 
FN                              =  800;                    % UNITS               Constant 
G                               =  32;                     % UNITS               Constant 
IA3                             =  .3;                     % UNITS               Constant 
IB3                             =  .2;                     % UNITS               Constant 
ID3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant 
IE3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant 
IG3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant 
IH3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant 
II3                             =  .1;                     % UNITS               Constant 
L1                              =  1.1016;                 % UNITS               Constant 
L2                              =  0.9083;                 % UNITS               Constant 
L3                              =  0.5625;                 % UNITS               Constant 
L4                              =  0.3983;                 % UNITS               Constant 
L5                              =  0.75;                   % UNITS               Constant 
L6                              =  0.435;                  % UNITS               Constant 
L7                              =  0.4625;                 % UNITS               Constant 
MA                              =  .09324;                      % Slugs              Constant 
MB                              =  .09324;                      % Slugs               Constant 
MD                              =  .09324;                      % Slugs               Constant 
ME                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant 
MG                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant 
MH                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant 
MI                              =  .09324;                      % UNITS               Constant 
R1                              =  0.242;                  % UNITS               Constant 
R2                              =  0.13;                   % UNITS               Constant 
RA                              =  0.2325;                 % UNITS               Constant 
rb=0; 

  
%---------ACTUATOR SPEED------------------------------------------------- 
SPEED=.4  ;%ft/s    .4 ft/s = 4.8 in/s 
tf=1.1;    %FINAL SIMULATION TIME 
t=0:.01:tf; 
q1=SPEED*t+.01083; 

  
%---------Position Analysis---------------------------------------------- 
QQ2=[]; QQ3=[]; QQ4=[]; QQ5=[]; QQ6=[]; QQ7=[]; 
for i=1:length(t) 
    Q1=q1(i); 
    QQ=fsolve(@(QQ) Position(QQ,Q1),[30 40 -10 60 5 10]); 
    QQ2=[QQ2,QQ(1)]; 
    QQ3=[QQ3,QQ(2)]; 
    QQ4=[QQ4,QQ(3)]; 
    QQ5=[QQ5,QQ(4)]; 
    QQ6=[QQ6,QQ(5)]; 
    QQ7=[QQ7,QQ(6)]; 
end 

  
%---------Trajectory check------------------------------------------------ 
XTR=[]; YTR=[]; 
for i=1:length(t) 
XTR(i) =  L4*sind(QQ4(i)) + sind(QQ2(i))*(L2+RA+q1(i)) + 0.5*(L5+2*R1)*sind(QQ5(i)); 
YTR(i) = -L4*cosd(QQ4(i)) - cosd(QQ2(i))*(L2+RA+q1(i)) - 0.5*(L5+2*R1)*cosd(QQ5(i)); 
end 

  
plot(XTR,YTR) 
xlim([.75 1.35]); ylim([-2.3 -1.7]) 
title('Trajectory'); xlabel('X'); ylabel('Y') 

  
%--------Trajectory Animation---------------------------------------------- 
hold on 
WHEEL=plot(XTR(1),YTR(1),'ro','markersize',3,'linewidth',5); 
pause(1) 
for i=1:length(t) 
    set(WHEEL,'Xdata',XTR(i),'Ydata',YTR(i)) 
    pause(.01)  
end 
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%---------Calculate all coordinates, speeds, accelerations---------------- 
Ax=[]; Ay=[];Bx=[]; By=[];Dx=[]; Dy=[];Ex=[]; Ey=[];Gx=[]; Gy=[];Hx=[]; Hy=[];Ix=[]; Iy=[]; 
q2dd=[];q3dd=[];q4dd=[]; q5dd=[];q6dd=[];q7dd=[]; 
D2R=pi/180; 

  
for i=1:length(t) 

  
%Generalized Coordinates -All calcualted from fsolve 
    Q1=q1(i); 
    Q2=D2R*QQ2(i); 
    Q3=D2R*QQ3(i); 
    Q4=D2R*QQ4(i); 
    Q5=D2R*QQ5(i); 
    Q6=D2R*QQ6(i); 
    Q7=D2R*QQ7(i); 

     
%---All equations for velocities and accelerations were copied directly 
%---from the Autolev code------------------------------------------- 

  
%Generalized Velocities 
U1 = SPEED; 
U2 = -SPEED*tan(Q2-Q3)/(L2+Q1); 
U3 = -SPEED/(L3*cos(Q2-Q3)); 
U4 = -SPEED*(sin(Q3-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)-sin(Q6-Q7)*cos(Q3-Q5))/(L4*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-

Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))); 
U5 = SPEED*sin(Q6-Q7)*cos(Q3-Q4)/(R2*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))); 
U6 = SPEED*cos(Q3-Q4)*cos(Q5-Q7)/(L6*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))); 
U7 = SPEED*cos(Q3-Q4)*cos(Q5-Q6)/(L7*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))); 

  
%Generalized Accelerations 
UU2 = (sin(Q4)*sin(Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)+sin(Q4)*cos(Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4)*cos(Q6)*cos(Q5-Q7))*(tan(Q2-

Q3)*U2^2/(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))-2*SPEED*U2/((L2+Q1)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-

Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)))-L3*U3^2/((L2+Q1)*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)))); 
UU3 = -(sin(Q4)*sin(Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)+sin(Q4)*cos(Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4)*cos(Q6)*cos(Q5-Q7))*(tan(Q2-

Q3)*U3^2/(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))-(L2+Q1)*U2^2/(L3*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-

Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)))); 
UU4 = sin(Q4-Q6)*cos(Q5-Q7)*U4^2/(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)) + 

(L2+Q1)*(sin(Q3)*cos(Q6)*cos(Q5-Q7)-sin(Q7)*cos(Q3)*cos(Q5-Q6)-cos(Q3)*cos(Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7))*U2^2/(L4*cos(Q2-

Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))) + (L6*cos(Q5-Q7)*U6^2+L3*(cos(Q3-Q6)*cos(Q5-Q7)-tan(Q2-

Q3)*(sin(Q3)*cos(Q6)*cos(Q5-Q7)-sin(Q7)*cos(Q3)*cos(Q5-Q6)-cos(Q3)*cos(Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)))*U3^2)/(L4*(sin(Q4-

Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))); 
UU5 = (sin(Q5-Q6)*cos(Q4-Q7)+sin(Q6-Q7)*cos(Q4-Q5))*U5^2/(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)) - 

(L2+Q1)*sin(Q6-Q7)*cos(Q3-Q4)*U2^2/(R2*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))) - (L4*sin(Q6-

Q7)*U4^2+L7*cos(Q4-Q6)*U7^2-L6*cos(Q4-Q7)*U6^2-L3*sin(Q6-Q7)*(sin(Q3-Q4)+cos(Q3-Q4)*tan(Q2-

Q3))*U3^2)/(R2*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))); 
UU6 = (L3*cos(Q5-Q7)*(sin(Q3-Q4)+cos(Q3-Q4)*tan(Q2-Q3))*U3^2-L4*cos(Q5-Q7)*U4^2-L7*(sin(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q7)-

cos(Q7)*(sin(Q5)*cos(Q4-Q7)+cos(Q7)*sin(Q4-Q5))-sin(Q7)*(sin(Q7)*sin(Q4-Q5)-cos(Q5)*cos(Q4-Q7)))*U7^2-

R2*(sin(Q5)*(sin(Q5)*cos(Q4-Q7)+cos(Q7)*sin(Q4-Q5))-cos(Q4-Q5)*cos(Q5-Q7)-cos(Q5)*(sin(Q7)*sin(Q4-Q5)-

cos(Q5)*cos(Q4-Q7)))*U5^2)/(L6*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))) - (L2+Q1)*cos(Q3-Q4)*cos(Q5-

Q7)*U2^2/(L6*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)))- (cos(Q6)*(sin(Q5)*cos(Q4-

Q7)+cos(Q7)*sin(Q4-Q5))+sin(Q6)*(sin(Q7)*sin(Q4-Q5)-cos(Q5)*cos(Q4-Q7)))*U6^2/(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-

Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)); 
UU7 = (sin(Q4-Q5)*cos(Q6-Q7)-sin(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))*U7^2/(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6)) - 

(L2+Q1)*cos(Q3-Q4)*cos(Q5-Q6)*U2^2/(L7*cos(Q2-Q3)*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))) - (L4*cos(Q5-

Q6)*U4^2+L6*sin(Q4-Q5)*U6^2-R2*cos(Q4-Q6)*U5^2-L3*cos(Q5-Q6)*(sin(Q3-Q4)+cos(Q3-Q4)*tan(Q2-

Q3))*U3^2)/(L7*(sin(Q4-Q5)*sin(Q6-Q7)+cos(Q4-Q7)*cos(Q5-Q6))); 

  
%Accelerations of COM's 
A_AX = -L1*(sin(Q2)*U2^2-cos(Q2)*UU2); 
A_AY = L1*(cos(Q2)*U2^2+sin(Q2)*UU2); 

  
A_BX = 0.5*cos(Q2)*(4*SPEED*U2+(L2+2*Q1)*UU2) - 0.5*sin(Q2)*(L2+2*Q1)*U2^2; 
A_BY = 0.5*cos(Q2)*(L2+2*Q1)*U2^2 + 0.5*sin(Q2)*(4*SPEED*U2+(L2+2*Q1)*UU2); 

  
A_DX = 0.5*L3*cos(Q3)*U3^2 + 0.5*L3*sin(Q3)*UU3 + cos(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - 

sin(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2; 
A_DY = 0.5*L3*sin(Q3)*U3^2 + cos(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2 + sin(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - 

0.5*L3*cos(Q3)*UU3; 
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A_EX = 0.5*L4*cos(Q4)*UU4 + cos(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - 0.5*L4*sin(Q4)*U4^2 - 

sin(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2; 
A_EY = 0.5*L4*cos(Q4)*U4^2 + cos(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2 + 0.5*L4*sin(Q4)*UU4+ 

sin(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2); 

  
A_GX = L4*cos(Q4)*UU4 + R1*cos(Q5)*UU5 + cos(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - L4*sin(Q4)*U4^2 - 

R1*sin(Q5)*U5^2 - sin(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2; 
A_GY = L4*cos(Q4)*U4^2 + R1*cos(Q5)*U5^2 + cos(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2 + L4*sin(Q4)*UU4 + R1*sin(Q5)*UU5 

+ sin(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2); 

  
A_HX = L4*cos(Q4)*UU4 + cos(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - L4*sin(Q4)*U4^2 - 0.5*L6*cos(Q6)*U6^2 

- sin(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2 - 0.5*L6*sin(Q6)*UU6; 
A_HY = L4*cos(Q4)*U4^2 + cos(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2 + L4*sin(Q4)*UU4 + 0.5*L6*cos(Q6)*UU6 + 

sin(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - 0.5*L6*sin(Q6)*U6^2; 

  
A_IX = R2*sin(Q5)*U5^2 + L4*cos(Q4)*UU4 + cos(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - L4*sin(Q4)*U4^2 - 

0.5*L7*cos(Q7)*U7^2 - sin(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2 -R2*cos(Q5)*UU5 - 0.5*L7*sin(Q7)*UU7; 
A_IY = L4*cos(Q4)*U4^2 + cos(Q2)*(L2+Q1)*U2^2 + L4*sin(Q4)*UU4 + 0.5*L7*cos(Q7)*UU7 + 

sin(Q2)*(2*SPEED*U2+(L2+Q1)*UU2) - R2*cos(Q5)*U5^2 -0.5*L7*sin(Q7)*U7^2 - R2*sin(Q5)*UU5; 

  
Ax=[Ax,A_AX]; Ay=[Ay,A_AY]; 
Bx=[Bx,A_BX]; By=[By,A_BY]; 
Dx=[Dx,A_DX]; Dy=[Dy,A_DY]; 
Ex=[Ex,A_EX]; Ey=[Ey,A_EY]; 
Gx=[Gx,A_GX]; Gy=[Gy,A_GY]; 
Hx=[Hx,A_HX]; Hy=[Hy,A_HY]; 
Ix=[Ix,A_IX]; Iy=[Iy,A_IY]; 

  
q2dd=[q2dd,UU2]; 
q3dd=[q3dd,UU3]; 
q4dd=[q4dd,UU4];  
q5dd=[q5dd,UU5]; 
q6dd=[q6dd,UU6]; 
q7dd=[q7dd,UU7]; 

  
end 

  

  
%-------------------------Force Analysis-------------------------------- 

  
%--22 Reactions-- 
fg1x=[];fg1y=[]; 
f21x=[];f21y=[]; 
f32x=[];f32y=[]; 
f42x=[];f42y=[]; 
fg3x=[];fg3y=[]; 
Tg3=[]; 
f54x=[];f54y=[]; 
f64x=[];f64y=[]; 
f75x=[];f75y=[]; 
fg6x=[];fg6y=[]; 
Tg6=[]; 
fg7x=[];fg7y=[]; 

  
q2=QQ2;q3=QQ3;q4=QQ4;q5=QQ5;q6=QQ6;q7=QQ7; 

  
for i=1:length(t) 

     
    %Link 1 
    Rg1x=-L1/2*sind(q2(i)); 
    Rg1y= L1/2*cosd(q2(i)); 
    R21x=rb*cosd(q2(i))-(L1/2-RA-q1(i))*sind(q2(i)); 
    R21y=rb*sind(q2(i))+(L1/2-RA-q1(i))*cosd(q2(i)); 

     
    %Link 2 
    R12x=rb*cosd(q2(i))  -L2/2*sind(q2(i)); 
    R12y=rb*sind(q2(i))  +L2/2*cosd(q2(i)); 
    R32x= L2/2*sind(q2(i)); 
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    R32y=-L2/2*cosd(q2(i)); 
    R42x= L2/2*sind(q2(i)); 
    R42y=-L2/2*cosd(q2(i)); 

    
    %Link 3 
    R23x= L3/2*cosd(q3(i)); 
    R23y= L3/2*sind(q3(i)); 
    Rg3x=-L3/2*cosd(q3(i)); 
    Rg3y=-L3/2*sind(q3(i)); 

     
    %Link 4 
    R24x=-L4/2*sind(q4(i)); 
    R24y= L4/2*cosd(q4(i)); 
    R54x= L4/2*sind(q4(i)); 
    R54y=-L4/2*cosd(q4(i)); 
    R64x=R54x; 
    R64y=R54y; 

     
    %Link 5 
    R75x=-(R1+R2)*sind(q5(i)); 
    R75y= (R1+R2)*cosd(q5(i)); 
    R45x=     -R1*sind(q5(i)); 
    R45y=      R1*cosd(q5(i)); 
    RNx=     L5/2*sind(q5(i)); 

     
    %Link 6 
    R46x=-L6/2*cosd(q6(i)); 
    R46y=-L6/2*sind(q6(i)); 
    Rg6x= L6/2*cosd(q6(i)); 
    Rg6y= L6/2*sind(q6(i)); 

     
    %Link 7 
    R57x=-L7/2*cosd(q7(i)); 
    R57y=-L7/2*sind(q7(i)); 
    Rg7x= L7/2*cosd(q7(i)); 
    Rg7y= L7/2*sind(q7(i)); 

     
    %COLUMN NUMBER 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TORQ 1  
    %   1       2       3           4       5       6       7       8       9       10     11   12     13      14      15      16      17      18      19      20      21     22 
    r1=[1       0       1           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%1 
    r2=[0       1       0           1       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%2 
    R3=[-Rg1y   Rg1x    -R21y       R21x    0       0       0       0       0       0       1   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%3 
    R4=[0       0    -sin(q2(i)) cos(q2(i)) 0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%4 
    R5=[0       0       -1          0       1       0       1       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%5 
    R6=[0       0       0           -1      0       1       0       1       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%6 
    R7=[0       0       R12y        -R12x   -R32y   R32x    -R42y   R42x    0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%7 
    R8=[0       0       0           0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%8 
    R9=[0       0       0           0       0       -1      0       0       0       1       0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%9 
    R10=[0      0       0           0       R23y    -R23x   0       0       -Rg3y   Rg3x    0   0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       1       0      0];%10 
    R11=[0      0       0           0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       0   1       0       1       0       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%11 
    R12=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       -1      0       0       0   0       1       0       1       0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%12 
    R13=[0      0       0           0       0       0       R24y    -R24x   0       0       0   -R54y   R54x    -R64y   R64x    0       0       0       0       0       0      0];%13 
    R14=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   -1      0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0       0      0];%14 
    R15=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0      0];%15 
    R16=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   R45y    -R45x   0       0       -R75y   R75x    0       0       0       0      0];%16 
    R17=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0       0      0];%17 
    R18=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       1       0       0      0];%18 
    R19=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       R46y    -R46x   0       0       -Rg6y   Rg6x    0       0      0];%19 
    R20=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       0       1      0];%20 
    R21=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       0       -1      0       0       0       0      1];%21 
    R22=[0      0       0           0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0   0       0       0       0       R57y    -R57x   0       0       0   -Rg7y   Rg7x];%22 

     

     
    M=[r1;r2;R3;R4;R5;R6;R7;R8;R9;R10;R11;R12;R13;R14;R15;R16;R17;R18;R19;R20;R21;R22]; 

     
    V=[MA*Ax(i);    MA*(Ay(i)+G);   IA3*q2dd(i);    0;  MB*Bx(i)-FA*sind(q2(i));    

MB*(By(i)+G)+FA*cosd(q2(i));    IB3*q2dd(i);    MD*Dx(i);   MD*(Dy(i)+G);   ID3*q3dd(i);    

ME*Ex(i);   ME*(Ey(i)+G);   IE3*q4dd(i);    MG*Gx(i);   MG*(Gy(i)+G)-FN;    IG3*q5dd(i)-RNx*FN;     

MH*Hx(i);   MH*(Hy(i)+G);   IH3*q6dd(i);    MI*Ix(i);   MI*(Iy(i)+G);   II3*q7dd(i)]; 

  
    F=(M^-1)*V; 

     
    fg1x=[fg1x,F(1)]; 
    fg1y=[fg1y,F(2)]; 
    f21x=[f21x,F(3)]; 
    f21y=[f21y,F(4)]; 
    f32x=[f32x,F(5)]; 
    f32y=[f32y,F(6)]; 
    f42x=[f42x,F(7)]; 
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    f42y=[f42y,F(8)]; 
    fg3x=[fg3x,F(9)]; 
    fg3y=[fg3y,F(10)]; 
    Tg3= [Tg3, F(11)]; 
    f54x=[f54x,F(12)]; 
    f54y=[f54y,F(13)]; 
    f64x=[f64x,F(14)]; 
    f64y=[f64y,F(15)]; 
    f75x=[f75x,F(16)]; 
    f75y=[f75y,F(17)]; 
    fg6x=[fg6x,F(18)]; 
    fg6y=[fg6y,F(19)]; 
    Tg6= [Tg6, F(20)]; 
    fg7x=[fg7x,F(21)]; 
    fg7y=[fg7y,F(22)]; 

     
end 
close all 

   
        figure 
    plot(t,Tg3,'b',t,Tg6,'k--') 
    title('Reaction Torques on Links 1 and 3') 
    legend('Tg3','Tg6') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Torque, Ft-lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,fg1x,'b',t,fg1y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 1') 
    legend('Fg1x','Fg1y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,f21x,'b',t,f21y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 2') 
    legend('F21x','F21y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,f32x,'b',t,f32y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 3') 
    legend('F32x','F32y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f42x,'b',t,f42y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 4') 
    legend('F42x','F42y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,fg3x,'b',t,fg3y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 5') 
    legend('Fg3x','Fg3y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f54x,'b',t,f54y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 6') 
    legend('F54x','F54y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f64x,'b',t,f64y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 7') 
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    legend('F64x','F64y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
       figure 
    plot(t,f75x,'b',t,f75y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 8') 
    legend('F75x','F75y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
         figure 
    plot(t,fg7x,'b',t,fg7y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 9') 
    legend('Fg7x','Fg7y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 
        figure 
    plot(t,fg6x,'b',t,fg6y,'k--') 
    title('Pin 10') 
    legend('Fg6x','Fg6y') 
    xlabel('Time, Sec'); ylabel('Force, lb') 
    xlim([0 tf]) 
    grid on 

     
%------Vector Loop Equations----------------------------------------------- 
function F = Position(QQ,Q1) 
L2                              =  0.9083;     
L3                              =  0.5625;              
L4                              =  0.3983;         
L6                              =  0.435;      
L7                              =  0.4625;  
R2                              =  0.1333333333333333;     % UNITS               Constant 
RA                              =  0.2325;   

  
X1                              =  0.1116666666666667;     % UNITS               Constant 
X2                              =  0.6733333333333333;     % UNITS               Constant 
X3                              =  0.09083333333333334;    % UNITS               Constant 
Y1                              =  1.395833333333333;      % UNITS               Constant 
Y2                              =  0.1391666666666667;     % UNITS               Constant 
Y3                              =  0.1158333333333333;     % UNITS               Constant 

  
F(1)= -X1 + sind(QQ(1))*(L2+RA+Q1) - L3*cosd(QQ(2)); 
F(2)= Y1 - L3*sind(QQ(2)) - cosd(QQ(1))*(L2+RA+Q1); 

  
F(3)= L3*cosd(QQ(2)) + L4*sind(QQ(3)) + L7*cosd(QQ(6)) - X2 - R2*sind(QQ(4)); 
F(4)= L3*sind(QQ(2)) + L7*sind(QQ(6)) + R2*cosd(QQ(4)) - Y2 - L4*cosd(QQ(3)); 

  
F(5)= X3 + L7*cosd(QQ(6)) - L6*cosd(QQ(5)) - R2*sind(QQ(4)); 
F(6)= L7*sind(QQ(6)) + R2*cosd(QQ(4)) - Y3 - L6*sind(QQ(5)); 
end 
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Prototype Arduino Code 
//SENIOR DESIGN SPRING 2017 - TWO-WHEELED VEHICLE PROJECT - OUTRIGGER STABILIZATION 

//AEQUATIS ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS - 5/2/17 

 

//Include libraries 

#include "I2Cdev.h" 

#include "MPU6050_6Axis_MotionApps20.h" 

#if I2CDEV_IMPLEMENTATION == I2CDEV_ARDUINO_WIRE 

  #include "Wire.h" 

#endif 

 

//define relay pins 

const int ActLForw = 4; 

const int ActLBack = 5; 

const int ActRForw = 6; 

const int ActRBack = 7; 

double angle = 0; 

 

//define limit switch pins 

const int LimitL = 8; 

const int LimitR = 9; 

const int SwitchExt = 10; 

const int SwitchRet = 11; 

 

//define force sensor variables 

const int ForceL = A1; 

const int ForceR = A0; 

const float VCC = 4.98; 

const float R_DIV = 9990.0; 

 

//define variables 

MPU6050 mpu; 

#define OUTPUT_READABLE_YAWPITCHROLL 

int Stage = 1; 

 

// MPU control/status vars 

bool dmpReady = false;  // set true if DMP init was successful 

uint8_t mpuIntStatus;   // holds actual interrupt status byte from MPU 

uint8_t devStatus;      // return status after each device operation (0 = success, !0 = error) 

uint16_t packetSize;    // expected DMP packet size (default is 42 bytes) 

uint16_t fifoCount;     // count of all bytes currently in FIFO 

uint8_t fifoBuffer[64]; // FIFO storage buffer 

 

// orientation/motion vars 

Quaternion q;           // [w, x, y, z]         quaternion container 

VectorFloat gravity;    // [x, y, z]            gravity vector 

float ypr[3];           // [yaw, pitch, roll]   yaw/pitch/roll container and gravity vector 
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//detect interrupts 

volatile bool mpuInterrupt = false;     // indicates whether MPU interrupt pin has gone high 

void dmpDataReady() { 

    mpuInterrupt = true; 

} 

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

//                                        MAIN SETUP                                                         //  

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

void setup() { 

    // join I2C bus (I2Cdev library doesn't do this automatically) 

    #if I2CDEV_IMPLEMENTATION == I2CDEV_ARDUINO_WIRE 

        Wire.begin(); 

        TWBR = 24; // 400kHz I2C clock (200kHz if CPU is 8MHz) 

    #elif I2CDEV_IMPLEMENTATION == I2CDEV_BUILTIN_FASTWIRE 

        Fastwire::setup(400, true); 

    #endif 

 

    Serial.begin(115200); 

    while (!Serial); // wait for Leonardo enumeration, others continue immediately 

 

    // initialize device 

    Serial.println(F("Initializing I2C devices...")); 

    mpu.initialize(); 

 

    // verify connection 

    Serial.println(F("Testing device connections...")); 

    Serial.println(mpu.testConnection() ? F("MPU6050 connection successful") : F("MPU6050 connection failed")); 

 

    // load and configure the DMP 

    Serial.println(F("Initializing DMP...")); 

    devStatus = mpu.dmpInitialize(); 

 

    // supply your own gyro offsets here, scaled for min sensitivity 

    mpu.setXGyroOffset(220); 

    mpu.setYGyroOffset(76); 

    mpu.setZGyroOffset(-85); 

    mpu.setZAccelOffset(1788); 

 

    // make sure it worked (returns 0 if so) 

    if (devStatus == 0) { 

        // turn on the DMP, now that it's ready 

        Serial.println(F("Enabling DMP...")); 

        mpu.setDMPEnabled(true); 

 

        // enable Arduino interrupt detection 

        Serial.println(F("Enabling interrupt detection (Arduino external interrupt 0)...")); 
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        attachInterrupt(0, dmpDataReady, RISING); 

        mpuIntStatus = mpu.getIntStatus(); 

 

        // set our DMP Ready flag so the main loop() function knows it's okay to use it 

        Serial.println(F("DMP ready! Waiting for first interrupt...")); 

        dmpReady = true; 

 

        // get expected DMP packet size for later comparison 

        packetSize = mpu.dmpGetFIFOPacketSize(); 

    } else { 

        // ERROR! 

        // 1 = initial memory load failed 

        // 2 = DMP configuration updates failed 

        // (if it's going to break, usually the code will be 1) 

        Serial.print(F("DMP Initialization failed (code ")); 

        Serial.print(devStatus); 

        Serial.println(F(")")); 

    } 

 

    //setup relay pins 

    pinMode(ActLForw, OUTPUT); 

    pinMode(ActLBack, OUTPUT); 

    pinMode(ActRForw, OUTPUT); 

    pinMode(ActRBack, OUTPUT); 

 

    //setup Force Sensor pins 

    pinMode(ForceL, INPUT); 

    pinMode(ForceR, INPUT); 

 

    //setup Switch pins 

    pinMode(LimitL, INPUT); 

    pinMode(LimitR, INPUT); 

    pinMode(SwitchExt, INPUT); 

    pinMode(SwitchRet, INPUT); 

} 

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

//                                        MAIN LOOP                                                          //  

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

void loop() { 

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// IMU CALCS 

    // if programming failed, don't try to do anything 

    if (!dmpReady) return; 

 

    // wait for MPU interrupt or extra packet(s) available 

    while (!mpuInterrupt && fifoCount < packetSize) { 

    } 
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    // reset interrupt flag and get INT_STATUS byte 

    mpuInterrupt = false; 

    mpuIntStatus = mpu.getIntStatus(); 

 

    // get current FIFO count 

    fifoCount = mpu.getFIFOCount(); 

 

    // check for overflow (this should never happen unless our code is too inefficient) 

    if ((mpuIntStatus & 0x10) || fifoCount == 1024) { 

        // reset so we can continue cleanly 

        mpu.resetFIFO(); 

        Serial.println(F("FIFO overflow!")); 

 

    // otherwise, check for DMP data ready interrupt (this should happen frequently) 

    } else if (mpuIntStatus & 0x02) { 

        // wait for correct available data length, should be a VERY short wait 

        while (fifoCount < packetSize) fifoCount = mpu.getFIFOCount(); 

 

        // read a packet from FIFO 

        mpu.getFIFOBytes(fifoBuffer, packetSize); 

         

        // track FIFO count here in case there is > 1 packet available 

        // (this lets us immediately read more without waiting for an interrupt) 

        fifoCount -= packetSize; 

         

        #ifdef OUTPUT_READABLE_YAWPITCHROLL 

            // display Euler angles in degrees 

            mpu.dmpGetQuaternion(&q, fifoBuffer); 

            mpu.dmpGetGravity(&gravity, &q); 

            mpu.dmpGetYawPitchRoll(ypr, &q, &gravity); 

            Serial.print("Angle:\t"); 

            angle = ypr[2] * 180/M_PI; 

            Serial.println(angle); 

        #endif 

    } 

     

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// FORCE CALCS 

    //read force sensor values 

    int fsrLADC = analogRead(ForceL); 

    int fsrRADC = analogRead(ForceR); 

 

    //if pressure is measured 

    if (fsrLADC != 0) 

    { 

      // Use ADC reading to calculate voltage 

      float fsrLV = fsrLADC * VCC / 1023.0; 

      // Use voltage and static resistor value to calculate FSR resistance 

      float fsrLR = R_DIV * (VCC / fsrLV - 1.0); 

      // Guesstimate force based on slopes in figure 3 of FSR datasheet 
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      float forceL; 

      // Calculate conductance 

      float fsrLG = 1.0 / fsrLR; 

      // Break parabolic curve down into two linear slopes 

      if (fsrLR <= 600)  

        forceL = (fsrLG - 0.00075) / 0.00000032639; 

      else 

        forceL =  fsrLG / 0.000000642857; 

      //Output force in Gs 

      Serial.println("Force L: " + String(forceL) + " g"); 

      Serial.println(); 

   } 

    

    //if pressure is measured 

    if (fsrRADC != 0) 

    { 

      // Use ADC reading to calculate voltage 

      float fsrRV = fsrRADC * VCC / 1023.0; 

      // Use voltage and static resistor value to calculate FSR resistance 

      float fsrRR = R_DIV * (VCC / fsrRV - 1.0); 

      // Guesstimate force based on slopes in figure 3 of FSR datasheet 

      float forceR; 

      // Calculate conductance 

      float fsrRG = 1.0 / fsrRR;  

      // Break parabolic curve down into two linear slopes 

      if (fsrRR <= 600)  

        forceR = (fsrRG - 0.00075) / 0.00000032639; 

      else 

        forceR =  fsrRG / 0.000000642857; 

        //Output force in Gs 

      Serial.println("Force R: " + String(forceR) + " g"); 

      Serial.println(); 

   } 

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// MANUAL CONTROLS 

  //manually extend outriggers 

  //left 

  if((digitalRead(SwitchExt) == HIGH) && (digitalRead(LimitL) == LOW)){ 

    digitalWrite(ActLForw, LOW); 

    Stage = 0; 

  } 

  else 

    digitalWrite(ActLForw, HIGH); 

  //right 

  if((digitalRead(SwitchExt) == HIGH) && (digitalRead(LimitR) == LOW)){ 

    digitalWrite(ActRForw, LOW); 

    Stage = 0; 

  } 

  else 

    digitalWrite(ActRForw, HIGH); 
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  //manually retract outriggers 

  //left 

  if(digitalRead(SwitchRet) == HIGH){ 

    digitalWrite(ActLBack, LOW); 

    Stage = 0; 

  } 

  else 

    digitalWrite(ActLBack, HIGH); 

  //right 

  if(digitalRead(SwitchRet) == HIGH){ 

    digitalWrite(ActRBack, LOW); 

    Stage = 0; 

  } 

  else 

    digitalWrite(ActRBack, HIGH); 

   

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// STABILIZATION CONTROLS 

  //activate when both switches are pressed 

  //part of future development 

} 
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Executive Summary 

 Aequatis Engineering Solutions is excited to pursue the challenge of creating an 

enclosed two-wheel vehicle for Pat Vulk. While the idea of a two-wheel vehicle is not new, an 

affordable yet complete version is currently unavailable. Previous iterations of an affordable 

variant of the vehicle have fallen short of expectations by failing to provide a working product. 

Our goal is to put an end to the drought. 

 A sporty, two-wheeled vehicle is the holy grail of transportation. It is the fusion of 

convenience and luxury found in a car with the affordability and performance found in a 

motorcycle. Business professionals could finally zoom to work in a designer suit, without 

becoming sweaty or dirty. Customers can experience the thrill of a motorcycle in the middle of 

winter. In the future, municipalities could narrow traffic lanes, aiding the war against street 

congestion. The benefits are numerous, and it all starts now. 

With a team of six dedicated engineering students and resources from years past, 

Aequatis possesses the determination and intellectual capacity to make this project a reality. By 

the end of the Spring semester, Aequatis promises to deliver an updated computer model of the 

vehicle, a complete cost estimate to construct a full vehicle prototype, and a simplified prototype 

that will properly demonstrate the stabilization technology of the vehicle. 

 

Client: Pat Vulk     Phone: 425-301-1076 

      Email:  pat.vulk@gmail.com 

 

Aequatis Engineering Team 

 

Team Lead: Chase Grigsby    Phone: 817-897-7341 

Email:   chase.grigsby@mavs.uta.edu 

 

CAD Lead: Jeremy Skelton    Phone: 817-504-1679 

Email:   jeremy.skelton@mavs.uta.edu 

 

Design Engineer: Jeremy Buckingham  Phone: 817-517-1283 

Email:   jeremy.buckingham@mavs.uta.edu 

 

Design Engineer: Akhil Kokkalemada  Phone: 682-559-4904 

Email:   akhil.kokkalemada@mavs.uta.edu 

 

Design Engineer: Dan Murray   Phone: 817-304-4673 

Email:   dmurray@mavs.uta.edu 

 

Design Engineer: Luke Porter   Phone: 651-964-8662 

Email:   luke.porter@mavs.uta.edu 
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Motivation 

 The overall motivation for this design project arises when one tries to envision design 

concepts of future cars. With booming populations in metropolitan areas, the increase in traffic, 

and demand placed upon natural resources around the world, this futuristic design tackles all 

aspects of the inefficiencies plaguing current car designs which have failed to respond to the 

needs of modern society. Aequatis Engineering Solutions is currently designing a two-wheeled 

concept vehicle (shown in Figure 1) with the hope that this will be the desired transport vehicle 

of the future. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Concept Sketch 

 

 It is safe to say that cars are the preferred mode of transportation on today’s motorways. 

Most cars are designed for five people but typically contain just one passenger, which places a 

major burden in traffic and road congestion. Aequatis believes that this problem can be solved 

by combining the enclosed aspects of a car with the performance of a sport-bike. Reduced 

traffic would also reduce the toll on natural resources. Less traffic means less time spent on the 

roads due to traffic jams and idle fuel waste. A motorcycle parking spot would provide sufficient 

space to store the enclosed, sporty two-wheeler. This would allow more vehicles to be stored 

per unit area and reduce the need for downtown real estate to be dominated by parking lots. 

 

 Moreover, the two wheeled concept also displays a considerable improvement in fuel 

economy. With a lighter vehicle and smaller engine compared to today’s generic car design, the 

two wheeled car saves gas and also allows the user to travel anywhere between 200 - 400 

miles on a full tank. The user also has the ability to drive in most weather conditions while 

enjoying the modern interior features of a car - like air conditioning, FM radio, air bags, GPS, 

etc. The enclosed design allows the user to be able to enjoy the liberty and openness of riding a 

motorcycle in any attire. In this vehicle, the owner gets all of these benefits without having to 

skimp on performance.  
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 The Aequatis vision is a world where enclosed two-wheeled cars are the predominant 

mode of transport. The roads would have smaller lanes accounting for single drivers and 

carpool lanes for four-seater cars. This is a world where locating a spot and parking a vehicle 

isn’t the worst part of the day. The two wheeled car not only makes the day to day commute 

easier, but also helps take a step forward in conserving our assets for future generations. Traffic 

congestion is a thing of the past. 

Prototype 

 Due to the unusual nature of the Enclosed Two-Wheeled Vehicle project, a prototype is 

absolutely pivotal in determining if the concept is feasible. Unfortunately, building the entire 

vehicle would be time consuming and costly. In order to ease the budgetary concerns of our 

client Aequatis Engineering Solutions proposes to create a prototype of only the important 

features of our designs. Since the full-scale vehicle is comprised of mostly off-the-shelf parts, it’s 

reasonable to assume the reliability and safety of those components. The primary concerns 

shared by AES and the client involve the functionality of the device which ensures that the 

vehicle remains upright, the outriggers. AES proposes that building the outriggers and a 

platform, which will mimic the movement of the full vehicle, is all that is necessary to prove the 

concept of the vehicle. The prototype that will be delivered in May will consist of a basic frame, 

the outriggers, a motor driven outrigger deployment system, and a backup manually driven 

outrigger deployment system.  

Technical Details 

 The client provided Aequatis Engineering Solutions with a list of concerns after receiving 

the previous CAD model. In addition to having automatic outrigger deployment, he has 

requested a manually driven redundancy system be added. This manual redundancy system 

will allow the operator to deploy the outriggers in the event that the motor stops working. The 

client also requested more detail into how the cabin is isolated from the outside, and where the 

headlights, brake lights, and various safety features would be placed. In the next few months 

Aequatis Engineering Systems will design a CAD model to clarify these specific details as well 

as other critical systems. In the future, Aequatis Engineering Solutions anticipates pursuing 

gyroscopic stabilization instead of the outriggers while the vehicle is in operation. The outriggers 

will then play the role of simply supporting the vehicle when the engine is turned off.    

Research 

 Research will be done in the upcoming months to determine various ways to improve 

upon the safety of the designs AES delivered during the first semester. Key areas we intend to 

follow up on include: methods to deploy the outriggers, decreasing the weight of the chassis, 

braking system design, methods to integrate standard safety features, and developing passive 

safety mechanisms such as crumple zones. Research will be done predominantly through 

industry standard sources, such as: ASME journals, SAE journals, and reference manuals.   
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CAD Design & Analysis 

 The client, Pat Vulk, was provided a copy of the formal report from the Fall 2016 

semester along with images of the Enclosed Vehicle design. Over the next few months AES will 

use the feedback provided by the client to modify and improve specific areas of concern, 

including: mandatory safety mechanisms (airbags, brake lights, headlights, mirrors, etc.), 

amenities designed for passenger comfort (A/C system, defrosters, etc.), and unique safety 

features such as the outriggers. Each of these features will be designed by AES, or obtained 

from a reputable source and placed in the SolidWorks CAD model where AES intends for them 

to be implemented. This model will serve as a blueprint for the client to build off of.  

Stress Testing 

 After a detailed CAD model is designed, AES will stress analyze all original pertinent 

systems. The systems of primary concern include the outriggers, the chassis, and the 

suspension. These systems will be analyzed and the results will be provided to the client in full 

detail, should he express interest in them. ANSYS will be the primary source of analysis, with 

SolidWorks as a secondary analysis source. The analysis will conform to standard engineering 

operating procedure with a standard convergence value of at least 20 percent. Since many of 

the individual parts are being purchased as unmodified off-the-shelf parts, their safety is 

assumed as long as they are being used in a manner consistent with the OEM guidelines.   

MATLAB Simulation and Performance Analysis 

 In order to ensure that our prototype meets our desired goals and those outlined by our 

client, simulations of our prototype will be performed. These simulations will be carried out in 

MATLAB and will analyze some key benchmarks commonly accepted in automotive design. The 

goals we aim to achieve include:  

 

1. A minimum range of 200 miles without having to refuel 

2. Top speed in excess of 120 mph 

3. HVAC system that can maintain an air temperature of 70℉ while in a 110℉ environment 

4. Determining ideal braking bias between the front and rear tires 

Future Designs  

 AES will attempt to design in a manner consistent with the long term goals of the client 

and the team. Advances in this field’s technology occur every day. Recent prototypes have 

been produced by both BMW and Honda. Where possible, AES is designing components robust 

enough to allow for several iterations of development. At the completion of the prototype and the 

final CAD file, AES will provide recommendations on the areas that need improvement as well 

as our ideas to improve them. The most promising technology AES would like to see in future 

generations is a gyroscope as the means of stabilization. This gyroscope would assist the driver 

in balancing the vehicle while it is in operation. The gyroscope will not continuously operate and 

therefore is not a replacement for the outriggers. The gyroscope would create a much smoother 
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ride, as well as increase the safety of the driver in the event of an accident. Due to time and 

budgetary constraints, pursuing full scale gyroscopic stabilization is currently impractical for 

AES.  

Statement of Work 

1. Weekly Meetings: There will be two meetings each week; one with the team only and the 

other with the team and the faculty advisor. Additional meetings will take place between team 

members whose design tasks are banded together. 

 

2. Define Deliverables: The team will evaluate the available time during the semester and 

formulate a set of items to be presented with the final report. 

 

3. Milestone – Project Proposal: The team will prepare a proposal outlining the project’s 

requirements and deliverables. This will be given to the faculty advisor. 

 

4. Design Prototype: The team will develop a 3D representation of the simplified stabilization 

prototype in SolidWorks. The outriggers and their manual override will be designed and included 

in this model. 

 

5. Milestone – Send Budget to Client: Once the prototype is fully designed, a detailed cost 

estimate for construction will be sent to the client along with the proposal. 

 

6. Frame Construction: After the designs are approved, the stabilization prototype will begin 

construction. The first part to be built will be the main structure that will mimic the base of the 

actual vehicle. 

 

7. Stabilization Construction: With the frame completed, the outriggers and their manual 

override will be constructed and mounted to the frame. During this time, the control algorithms 

and mechatronics needed to deploy and retract the outriggers will be implemented. 

 

8. Milestone – Mid Semester Presentation: The team will present the progress made up to this 

point. The client will be kept up to date on the progress of the CAD revisions and prototype 

construction. 

 

9. Revise Vehicle Mechanical CAD: In order to meet the updated requirements given by our 

client, some of the mechanical systems within the vehicle need to be modified. These include 

the powertrain, climate control, and steering systems. 

 

10. Revise Vehicle External CAD: Once the internal systems are revised, the external 

appearance of the vehicle also needs to be revised based on our client’s new requirements. 
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11. Prepare Final Cost and Report: With the CAD model and stabilization prototype completed, 

the team will then formulate the funds needed to build a complete prototype. The final report will 

be formatted and prepared to deliver to the client along with the full prototype cost estimate. 

 

12. Milestone – Final Presentation: The team will give a formal presentation explaining the work 

accomplished throughout the semester. 

 

13. Milestone – Final Report: The team will present the official document summarizing the 

progress completed during the semester. The revised CAD model and full prototype cost 

estimate will be included in the final submittal to the client. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Gantt Chart 
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Budget 

 

 Personnel Descriptor 

Engineer Technician 

Hourly Rate ($/hr/person) 100 50 

Hours per Week 10 10 

Number of Personnel 6 3 

Number of Weeks 14 8 

Cost ($) 84000 12000 

Total Cost ($) 96000 

 

 

Payment Schedule 

 

Deliverable-Driven Payment Schedule 

Deliverable Payment Due (%) 

Acceptance of Project 25 

Prototype CAD Model Delivered 15 

Prototype Produced 35 

Cost Sheet on Full Vehicle Model Delivered 15 

Full CAD Model Delivered 10 

All Tasks Complete 100 
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Facilities and Personnel 

 Aequatis Engineering Solutions will have many resources readily available for our use. 

The University of Texas at Arlington and many engineering software companies have a history 

of supplying students with an academic version of engineering software. Student versions of 

software used in the design and analysis of the prototype can be found in the Woolf Hall CAD 

lab, the Engineering Library in Nedderman Hall, and many other computer labs throughout the 

University of Texas at Arlington’s campus. Copies of some software may also be made 

available to the team through the Office of Information Technology upon request. Software used 

in the design and analysis of the prototype includes: SolidWorks (primary CAD software and 

secondary analysis software), ANSYS (primary structural analysis), and MATLAB/Simulink 

(Primary Simulation software). 

 

 During the assembly phase the team will utilize the Formula SAE machine shop on the 

first floor of Woolf Hall, shown in Figure 3. This machine shop will have welders, lathes, mills, 

and many other tools that the team may utilize at the discretion of Dr. Bob Woods and the 

Machine Shop caretakers. A 3-D printer is available in the CAD lab on the 3rd floor of Woolf 

Hall, in the Formula SAE offices, and in the FabLab on the 1st floor of the Central Library on the 

University of Texas at Arlington’s campus. Should it be necessary to use an autoclave in 

producing the final prototype, one is available on the 1st floor of Woolf Hall.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Woolf Hall 
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Team Member Summaries 

 

 

 

Chase Grigsby, Team Lead 

 

Is currently pursuing a Bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering at 

the University of Texas at Arlington. He has over two years of experience 

in structural component design for residential and commercial buildings. 

He has experience in autonomous robot and electric vehicle construction. He is experienced in 

SolidWorks, Microsoft Office, and MATLAB/Simulink. He is also familiar with Java and C 

programming languages. 

 

 

 

Jeremy Buckingham, Design Engineer 

 

A senior in the Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Program (B.S.) at The 

University of Texas at Arlington (UTA). He is currently interning at an aircraft 

company in the industrial engineering department. His favorite engineering 

classes are in mechanical design, mechanics, robotics and controls. Upon 

graduation, he plans to pursue a career in industrial automation, robotics and controls.  

 

 

 

Akhil Kokkalemada, Design Engineer 

 

Is a senior in the Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Program (B.S.) at 

The University of Texas at Arlington (UTA). Currently working as a Resident 

Assistant for the UTA Apartment and Residence Life, he is constantly 

involved in various leadership campaigns and volunteering platforms on the university campus. 

He has over 18 months of full-time experience in the software and IT industry, is certified in 

Lean Six-Sigma Greenbelt, AutoCAD and EHS. He has over 2.5 years of experience in Foreign 

Exchange and Business Development in countries like India, Singapore, Canada and USA. He 

has an interest in pursuing a full-time position in the automobile industry and later pursue an 

MBA in marketing. 
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Dan Murray, Design Engineer 

  

Is a senior in the Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Program 

(B.S.M.E.) at the University of Texas at Arlington. He currently holds a 

Bachelor’s in University Studies (B.U.S.) with emphasis in Mathematics and 

Architecture from Oklahoma State University and an Associate’s Degree in 

Mathematics from Redlands Community College (OK). He has over 7 years 

of full-time experience working in the oil and gas industry, is Lean Greenbelt 

certified, and has over 3 years of project management experience. He developed an interest in 

automobiles from watching BBC’s Top Gear and is currently working on a project to design and 

build an F600 racecar. He also has some experience in composite materials and was recently 

promoted to Associate Team Member for the reputable FSAE Racecar Team overseen by Dr. 

Woods. 

 

 

 

Luke Porter, Design Engineer 

 

A senior at the University of Texas at Arlington pursuing a Bachelor's of 

Science in Mechanical Engineering with a Nuclear Engineering Minor. He is 

currently an Engineering Intern at an aircraft manufacturing facility where he 

oversees the nonconforming parts area: authoring nonconforming reports, 

writing customer submittals, and producing paperwork authorizing the 

destruction of nonconforming parts. Outside of work and school, he is an avid 

guitar player, gun enthusiast, and family man. 

 

 

  

Jeremy Skelton, CAD Lead 

   

Is currently a senior studying mechanical engineering. He is an avid 

woodworker, lackluster welder, and lifelong learner. As a general rule he 

tries to expand his knowledge base with every experience. Through a 

variety of research positions and jobs he has attained a familiarity with 

MATLAB, SolidWorks, Rhino, and ANSYS software packages. After 

graduation in May he intends to pursue a career in the Energy industry, specifically in Wind 

Energy.  
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Legal Agreement  
 Aequatis Engineering Solutions will be supplying a stabilization prototype at the beginning of May 2017. This 

prototype will be accompanied with a revised CAD model of the full vehicle and a detailed cost estimate to construct a 

full prototype. Due to the constraints of the fabrication of the prototype, all designs submitted will be assumed to be 

final at the time of the acceptance of the client, Pat Vulk.  
 Due to the nature of prototype designs, the supplier of the prototype, Aequatis Engineering Solutions, is not 

responsible for the any damage caused by the operator of the prototype supplied. Aequatis Engineering Solutions will 

put all efforts into creating a fully functional prototype but the operator must consider all local laws in order to 

determine whether the prototype is legal to be driven on public roadways. Aequatis Engineering Solutions is not 

responsible to reimburse any willing operator of the prototype any fees or penalties levied against the operator of the 

prototype in the event of the operator’s failure to verify the prototype’s roadworthiness. The prototype is subject to all 

local laws and regulations. When in doubt the operator must check with regulator and governing agencies including 

but not limited to: The Department of Transportation, the local Law Enforcement Agencies, and the Department of 

Public Safety. 
 Aequatis Engineering Solutions shall make every effort to verify the integrity of the prototype through 

thorough analysis of all critical parts. However, there will be a certain amount of risk assumed by any operator of the 

prototype. Aequatis Engineering Solutions will provide a summary of all analysis done on all critical parts. A summary 

of the analysis on parts not deemed critical can be obtained at the request of the client, Pat Vulk. Upon request of the 

individual summaries Aequatis Engineering Solutions will deliver the summaries in a reasonable period of time, which 

will expire after May 8th, 2017. After May 8th, 2017, all information and files previously generated will be delivered to 

the client unless the client expresses no desire, verbally or written, to receive no further information.  
 If the client wishes to produce any and all parts included in the design of the prototype, he has every legal 

claim to the contents of the proposal, including design, analysis, and the prototype, but will assume all liability upon 

expressed, verbal or written, intent to produce. Aequatis Engineering Solutions designed the prototype to be 

comprised of predominantly previously manufactured components readily available at the time of the preliminary 

design. Aequatis Engineering Solutions is not liable to redesign any part of the prototype upon acceptance of the 

proposal should any of those parts no longer be in current production or should they no longer be available from 

second hand retailers.  
 A proposed budget will be submitted along with the CAD model of the final prototype. Neither party may 

change the budget once accepted without the other’s knowledge, and a formal written agreement. The change in 

budget must be signed by the client, Pat Vulk, and all primary stakeholders in Aequatis Engineering Solutions, 

Jeremy Buckingham, Chase Grigsby, Akhil Kokkalemada, Daniel Murray, Luke Porter, and Jeremy Skelton. Both 

parties shall make all necessary effort to accommodate the other party to keep costs down, but acknowledge that 

unseen costs may occur.    
 Anything requested that is not mentioned in this document must be presented in a written agreement and 

must be signed by all affected parties before any expectation of delivery.  

 

 

Signature:____________________________________ Date:___________  

 Client: Pat Vulk 

    

Signature:____________________________________ Date:___________ 

 Advisor: Dr. Robert Woods 

 

Signature:____________________________________ Date:___________ 

 A.E.S. Representative 
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